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ABSTRACT  

The immense increase in customer consumption and demand sets the escalation for the 

globalization and world trade. Manufacturing companies need to expand their network with 

geographically distributed sites, factories and functions in order to create competitive 

advantages. Various subsidiaries create an advanced global network consisting of different 

markets, conditions and regulations that need to be taken into account when adapting and 

managing the network. This implicates a necessity for companies to be able to organize every 

subsidiary to its own specific role for creating possibilities to focus and become experts in a 

specific field which can increase company competitiveness. Commonly one site or factory 

within this vast intra-firm network is considered as strategically important and serves as a 

central knowledge hub and intermediary, usually called a “Core Plant” or “Lead factory”. 

Furthermore this subsidiary can also be responsible for launching new products or variants with 

significant strategical importance for the entire corporation, described as a “Launch Site”. To 

adapt every factory to different roles can create tensions and competitiveness within the intra-

firm network, not doing so can create confusion about ownership, responsibilities, development 

halter and result in customer blindness. This thesis aims to investigate the meaning for a factory 

that already works as a knowledge hub and intermediary to be appointed as a launch site for 

new products and product variants.  

 

In order to approach the aim of this thesis, following research questions has been answered: 

1. What is the most suiting term for a factory that launches new products and variants?  

2. Who are the stakeholders affected by a launch site appointment? 

3. What are the stakeholders’ expectations on a launch Site? 

4. What features and processes needs to be in place in order for a factory to be appointed 

as a launch Site? 

5. What competence and working skills are needed to perform the features and processes? 

6. What are the benefits and challenges of being a launch Site? 

7. How should the global development work executed by a launch site be financially 

structured? 

 

In order to investigate the area, a case study applied to a Swedish bearing manufacturer with a 

vast intra-firm network – SKF, has been conducted. Multiple interviews, participating 

observations and a questionnaire have been executed at the case company site in Gothenburg 

for collecting information. A benchmarking study has been conducted for gathering an external 

view on a company that already works as a launch site. The benchmarking study was applied 

for AstraZeneca in Södertälje and was made through a semi-structured interview. A literature 

study was made in order to gather relevant theoretical information linked to the research area 

for validating research connectivity. The empirical results together with the theoretical 

framework were merged together in a analysis for answering the research aim and questions. 

 

The research concluding results indicate that SKF already works as a launch site and have the 

required competence for managing the entailing responsibilities as a launch site. The specific 

launch site definition for SKF Gothenburg Factory would be to; implement and launch new 

products and variants. This also implies a responsibility for developing new processes and 

techniques adapted to these products. The number one stakeholders affected by a launch site 

appointment would be the subsidiaries within the same SKF cluster, the Factory Management 

and the Engineering and Development Department located in the Gothenburg factory. Further 

recommendations would be to strengthen the competence and workforce within these 

departments and further divide development work into; global and local for keeping track of 

the work executed and facilitate for economic distributions among subsidiaries. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter begins with presenting the background and problem formulation in order to 

explain why there is an interest of studying the area. Furthermore the aim of the thesis is 

explained and finally necessary delimitations are presented.   

 
1.1. Background 

The globalization is the single largest contributing factor for the world trade escalation which 

has changed manufacturing companies’ sale and distribution strategy considerably since the 

1980’s (Farooq, et al., 2015). An immense increase in customer consumption and demand 

implies that companies have to negotiate and trade all over the world to maintain competitive 

advantages (Fan, et al., 2013). Contemporary industries do not only supply domestic or local 

markets but also regional and global ones, which have a tremendous impact on business 

organization and practices (Ferdows, 1997a). Manufacturers need to expand their network and 

increase the number of sites, factories and functions (Handfield, et al., 2013). Since the entire 

company network becomes global, the necessity for adapting and responding to different 

market conditions is essential for achieving competitiveness (Ferdows, 1997a). The 

fundamentals for integrating quantifiable flexibility indicators  both in organizational structure 

and production facilities and equipment becomes a driving factor for success in an ever 

changing global market (Stanev, et al., 2008). 

 

Skinner (1964) claimed that conditions for manufacturing companies are changing in a greater 

extent than ever before, to be able to manage the vast international manufacturing network is 

becoming more crucial for achieving competitiveness and success. According to Feldmann and 

Olhager (2013), manufacturing companies need to be carefully constructed and adapted to 

different markets and situations to achieve global strength. Vereecke and Van Dierdonck 

(2002) and Ferdows (1997a) believes that in order for a company to become experts in a 

specific field it is essential to strategically adapt every factory or site to a specific role, which 

additionally increase company competitiveness. Ferdows (1997b; 1989) describes that a 

factory’s role within the network should be based on two different factors; the factory strategic 

positioning and factory competence. Additionally, a specific role could generate the site 

strategy and help to coordinate and focus for future goals (Ferdows, 1997a). Vereecke and Van 

Dierdonck (2002) further explains that market proximity and the access to unique skills, can 

help to create competitive advantages. Hayes and Schmenner (1978) believes that managing 

different roles within a intra-firm network could rather lead to higher network complexity, due 

to the difficulties to balance the two different concepts; product and process. 

 

In the 1980’s when the effects of globalization became distinct, different factories and sites of a 

manufacturing company were treated as single players in an international environment, the 

only concern at that time was the product price and labor costs for each factory (Shi, 2003; 

Ferdows, 1997a). Further research has proven that these parameters rarely show the real picture 

of the whole economic situation and creates tensions between factories and sites (Shi, 2003). 

Ferdows (1997a) and Cheng et al. (2011) explains that the vast global network existing of 

geographically distributed factories and functions should be able to adapt to global integration 

and implement an integrative network strategy. Factories should not only consider their own 

economic situation and focus on their own specific market but to collaborate and create an 

exchange network existing of knowledge, people and information (Ghoshal, 1986; Ferdows, 

1989). This type of collaborating network can strengthen company position since capabilities 

exists to support, educate and transfer knowledge between sites and functions (Ferdows, 

1997b). 
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Ferdows (1997a) and Vereecke & Van Dierdonck (2002) explains that having an international 

manufacturing network can create intra-firm separations between sites, factories and functions 

due to distance and differences. Thomas et al. (2015) states that this leads to different 

advantages and capabilities within the network, but can furthermore create tensions between 

the sites and invigorate for intra-firm competition. All sites and factories are fundamentals and 

equally important building blocks that contribute differently to the network (Thomas, et al., 

2015). One way to reduce the tension is for factories and sites to be given different roles based 

on their specialty and benefits in order to facilitate collaborations, structuring the network and 

clarify factory responsibilities (Ferdows, 1997a). Commonly, one factory or site within this 

vast intra-firm network is considered as strategically important and serves as the central 

knowledge hub, often called “lead factory” (Enright & Subramanian, 2007; Ferdows, 1997a). 

Other names; such as core plant, launch site and mother plant has emerged for this central hub 

and is frequently used in order to define this role (Ghoshal, 1986; Vereecke & Van Dierdonck, 

2002; Bruch, et al., 2016).  

 

A launch site can be described as a site where products or variants are implemented and 

launched for the first time; these products can later be allocated and transferred to other sites 

for mass-production (Pilt & Rådahl, 2017). Ferdows (1997a) describes a lead factory as 

responsible for developing and implementing new processes, products and technologies which 

later can be applied and transferred to other sites. This means that the lead factory role provides 

the entire network with competitive advantages (Ferdows, 1997a). The lead factory 

furthermore has an access to highly skilled employees that can develop new processes, 

products and techniques (Ferdows, 1997a). The important responsibility of the lead factory is 

furthermore the task of acting like an intermediary between development units and factories; 

the lead factory has the central role for knowledge transfer within and outside the network 

(Ferdows, 1997b; Vereecke & Van Dierdonck, 2002). Ferdows (1997a) model for classification 

of plant roles, has gained recognition from researchers all around the world. The model was 

based on plant competencies and location advantages (Meijboom & Voordijk, 2003; Vereecke 

& Van Dierdonck, 2002).  

 

Hayes and Schmenner (1978) believe that creating a lead factory role can prohibit other 

factories or functions wanting to provide with information and knowledge due to a sense of less 

contributing value and role for global development. Ferdows (1997a) believes that it is 

important for every factory or function to understand its role in the network and that all parts 

contribute with equally valuable inputs. 

 

1.2. Problem formulation 
The globalization and world trade generates a vast and complex intra-firm network 

geographically distributed all around the globe (Ferdows, 1997a). Manufacturing companies 

face difficulties to coordinate and adapt factories and sites to different market demands and 

conditions – in such a way that it strengthens the overall company competitiveness (Ferdows, 

1997a; Vereecke & Van Dierdonck, 2002). To adapt every factory to different roles can create 

tensions and competitiveness within the intra-firm network and between factories, not doing so 

can create confusion about ownership and responsibilities (Thomas, et al., 2015; Ferdows, 

1997a). To strategically adapt factory roles and responsibilities in an efficient way, explained 

like a continuous network interchange and knowledge transfer where all factories gain 

competitiveness, can strengthen company position (Ferdows, 1997a). Furthermore, the 

development, transfer and proliferation of knowledge may be inhibited if a pronounced leading 

role doesn’t exist (Ferdows, 1997a). This marks the importance of having a well-established 

and knowledge-carried lead factory or launch site that works as an intermediary between 
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factories and functions (Vereecke & Van Dierdonck, 2002). The problem of not acknowledging 

or appointing a factory that works as an intermediary and knowledge hub, can in the long run 

limit company success due to an increase in competitiveness between factories and an 

unwillingness to further develop and support the company global development (Enright & 

Subramanian, 2007). 

 

1.3. Aim and Research Questions  
To strategically adapt every site or factory according to different market demands and 

conditions is considered as a necessity. Every factory must be able to use specific skills and 

specialties to achieve full potential to further provide competitive advantages for the whole 

network, which marks the need to provide factories or sites with different strategic roles. The 

aim of the thesis is to investigate the meaning and implication for a factory that already works 

as a launch site, knowledge hub and intermediary, to be appointed as a launch site for new 

products and product variants.  

 

In order to approach the aim of this thesis, following research questions need to be answered: 

 

1. What is the most suiting term for a factory that launches new products and variants?  

2. Who are the stakeholders affected by a launch site appointment? 

3. What are the stakeholders’ expectations on a launch Site? 

4. What features and processes needs to be in place in order for a factory to be appointed 

as a launch Site? 

5. What competence and working skills are needed to perform the features and processes? 

6. What are the benefits and challenges of being a launch Site? 

7. How should the global development work executed by a launch site be financially 

structured? 

 

1.4. Delimitation  
This thesis has had a time limitation frame on 20 weeks, 40 hours/week. The time restriction 

has led to a few delimitations. The research considers examining the meaning and implication 

for a factory that are a part of a global intra-firm network, to be appointed as a launch site for 

new product and variants. The thesis will only be reviewing and investigating the special 

current conditions for one specific factory and its collaborations with other factories within the 

same network or network type. The research will not focus on the launch of new processes nor 

the economic perspective in detail. The economic perspective will be handled briefly in order 

to grasp the economical distribution situation and the thesis will furthermore exclude specific 

economic parameters and numbers. The main focus will be on the launch of new products and 

variants and the meaning and implication for the factory in that case.  

 

The thesis shall result in discussions on how a launch site appointment will affect a factory that 

already works as a launch site and knowledge hub. Furthermore the meaning and implications 

of becoming an acknowledged launch site will be discussed. The thesis will provide with 

suggestions and recommendations on how to deal with an appointment and what features and 

processes that would be in place in order to  become appointed and what competence that are 

needed to perform the features and processes. 
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2. METHODOLOGY  
 

This section presents the methodology and approach used in the thesis in order to answer the 

research questions. The first chapters present a research introduction and an introduction for 

the COPE-project, followed by a research classification and methodology explanation. An in-

depth description of the research process and the tools for data collection is also presented. An 

explanation of how the data collected has been analyzed can be found in chapter 2.8. Finally 

the research quality is discussed. 

 

2.1. Research Introduction 
Targeting the complex area of strategic roles and positioning of factories in a geographically 

distributed manufacturing company, a case study has been conducted in order to obtain deeper 

knowledge. The case study is an empirical investigation applied to a specific case company; 

SKF, a Swedish bearing manufacturer that has multiple sites, factories and functions 

geographically distributed around the world. The choice for case company was based on the 

company size and the global footprint- resulting in a vast company network. The choice was to 

study the SKF factory in Gothenburg, which is the first established SKF factory in the world 

that also works as a driving force for the company’s global development. This made this 

factory suited for examination. Furthermore the factory is collaborating with the COPE-project. 

 

2.2. COPE: Core Plant Excellence  
The thesis has been performed in collaboration with the research project Core Plant Excellence 

(COPE), which is a cooperation project between two Swedish universities and some of the 

major Swedish manufacturers; Jönköping University, Mälardalen University, Alfa Laval, 

AstraZeneca, Bombardier, Volvo GTO, Volvo CE, Volvo Cars, GKN Aerospace and SKF. The 

project purpose is to provide knowledge on how the Swedish manufacturing industry can 

maintain and strengthen its’ role as a core plant in an increasing globalized environment. A 

core plant should work as an intermediary in communicating the overall organization’s 

development of working methods, processes and technology, which entails both challenges and 

possibilities for the core plant. Additionally a core plant should be able to coordinate and 

manage the global collaboration within the organization and design strategies for creating 

effective knowledge exchange between sites and factories. The COPE- project aims to deliver 

and contribute with valuable set of tools that can help Swedish manufacturers involved in the 

project to design their core plants after best specific practices in order to compete with 

excellence. (Bruch, et al., 2016) 

 

2.3. Research Classification  
The performed research is of an exploratory and descriptive characteristic. Saunders et al 

(2009) describes an exploratory study as a research that aims to explore an area where little is 

known or acknowledged or to investigate the possibilities of approaching a particular research 

study. An exploratory study aims to formulate a problem or a hypothesis to further bring new 

clarity to the research area. Methods for data collection in an exploratory study could be for an 

example literature studies or interviews with experts. Saunders et al (2009) and Kothari (2004) 

explains that one advantage with the exploratory study is that it is widely defined at the start of 

the research in order to become increasingly narrowed along the research process. This makes 

the exploratory study flexible and adaptable. A requirement for establishing an exploratory 

study is commonly to gain a deeper knowledge in the research area. This deeper knowledge can 

be gained through a preparatory descriptive study. A descriptive study aims to have a more 

describing characteristic which seeks to explain how the phenomenon works. In a descriptive 

study a problem is formulated in order to ensure that right data is collected. The data could be 
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gathered through interviews, observations and questionnaires (Kothari, 2004). This research 

has a combination of exploratory and descriptive characteristic which makes the process 

flexible with a wide knowledge foundation. The thesis has been exploratory since the targeting 

area has not been deeply examined by other researchers before and there is limited literate 

information to be found in the subject which indicates that little is known. The thesis aim is to 

add new information in order to provide clarity. The thesis is also of a descriptive characteristic 

since it aims to describe how the targeted area and phenomenon works. 

 

2.4. Methodology  
The methodology and process plan used is a customized Stage-Gate model which aims to 

identify and structure the thesis progression. The Stage-Gate model is designed in a way that it 

basically has a sequential character; the work pauses and stops and cannot proceed until the 

intended deliverables which the gate symbolizes is completed (Wenell, 2001). The choice of 

performing the work according to a Stage-Gate model is based on the fact that the deliverables 

at each gate clarifies what is needed to be completed before the work can proceed. This 

structure will be held, however it is adaptable to the extent that if something needs to be 

changed or added this can be done. 

 

The Stage-Gate model applied in the thesis consists of five gates, each intended to present 

various deliverables – partial results. Each gate is to ensure the quality of the deliverables: is 

there enough information in order for the work to continue and start to work on the next gate, 

should reprioritizations be made or should decisions be executed regarding next gate. 

 Deliverables. The results should be visible and based on some standard for the specific 

gate. They should also represent a decision made from previous gate.  

 A checklist is conducted in order to be able to compare deliverables with the plan.  

 The outcome from each gate is decided to proceed, end, hold or remake, and then the 

work can continue as soon as an approved plan for the next stage is set. 

All the gates and their deliverables for the thesis are represented in a Gantt-chart in Appendix 

A. 

2.5.  Research Approach  
The research approach used in the thesis has been a combination of inductive and deductive. A 

deductive approach has been used in order to illustrate already existing theories within the 

research area. An inductive approach has been developed because new theories have been 

added during the research progression. Theory and empirical results has been successively 

analyzed during the process and has been compared to each other. 

 

Two research approaches for reasoning can be distinguished when executing theoretical and 

empirical studies according to Saunders et al (2009); Inductive and deductive. The deductive 

reasoning begins as more general but ends as more specific. This can be explained as an 

approach that starts with defining and identifying theories, with help from an example; a 

literature review, which later is tested in the empirical study. An inductive approach focus on 

the creation of new theories with the help from the empirical study, which is later tested on 

already existed theories in the literature review. An inductive approach relies on already good 

knowledge and experience within the research area. A combination of both inductive and 

deductive approach can also be used, since it can be difficult to have access to all theories 

within the research area before the data collection has been executed. (Saunders, et al., 2009)  
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2.6. Research Process and Data Collection 
Saunders et al (2009) explains that two general methodologies can be distinguished when 

executing research; qualitative and quantitative. These methods aim to explain how the data has 

been generated, processed and finally analyzed. Quantitative research has a distinctive 

numerical characteristic which has been gathered through different measurements or statistics 

in order to be processed or organized in different graphs or statistical tableaus. A qualitative 

research is of a non-numerical character, data collected by qualitative interviews, observations, 

movies or pictures which later have been categorized for facilitating the analysis (Saunders, et 

al., 2009; Kothari, 2004). Saunders et al (2009) further explains that a qualitative research is 

suitable when the research problem is about understanding behaviors and thoughts formulated 

in words, while the quantitative research is valuable for achieving numerical values. 

 

This study has only been using qualitative data collection. By participant observations and 

interviews at the case company and the benchmarking company, relevant information could be 

gathered. The research approach has therefore more of an unstructured nature, to achieve the 

flexibility and adaptability of an exploratory and qualitative research. The type of data gathered 

has been both primary and secondary. Saunders et al (2009) explains primary data is 

information obtained by participating observations or field work. Secondary data is furthermore 

existing information that is already developed and established. The usage of secondary data 

was in the form of various scientific articles, relevant literature but also documents received 

from the case company.  

2.6.1. Theory Data Collection - Secondary 
The secondary data collection was made in the shape of a literature review and has been 

focusing on gathering relevant research articles, reports and literature connected to the research 

area. The collection of relevant articles was made through searching databases, the access of 

articles through the COPE-project and finally with the help of the snowballing method. The 

results from the theory data collection is presented in chapter 3. The databases used were 

Emerald Insight and Google Scholar. The selection of databases was founded on previous 

personal experience which made these databases easy to use and reliable. When searching in 

the databases, different key words and phrases was developed and used in order to obtain the 

most relevant search results. These keywords were based on the research questions which 

became a foundation for the article search.  

 

Secondary theoretical data was also given from the COPE- project. The information provided 

the research with relevant research articles on different areas within; lead plant capabilities and 

structure, management of intra-firm network and knowledge transfers. To further find relevant 

scientific articles the snowballing method was used through the articles already found by the 

COPE-project and by searching databases. The choice of using this method was based on 

previous experience and the applicability of sources in these articles. The snowballing method 

proved to be profitable hence relevant articles for the study was found which generated 

valuable inputs. 

 

Table 1 shows the secondary data collection. It describes the keywords used, how many hits the 

database generated, how many articles that were selected and finally how many other articles 

these articles generated and contributed through the snowballing method. The table also shows 

how many articles and reports that was found and taken from the COPE-project shared folder. 
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The article selection when searching in databases was made in four steps; 

1. Search for relevant titles among the generated hits that correspond to the research area. 

2. If a title seems interesting and reliable continue to read the abstract. 

3. If the abstract corresponds with the research area, read the introduction, methodology 

and conclusion. 

4. Read the entire article/report. 

 
Table 1 - Database search and article selection 

Database/ 

Source 

Keyword Hits Article 

selection 

Articles found 

via Snowballing – 

technique through the 

article selection 

Google 

Scholar 

Globalization and logistics 

evolution;  import export 

25 300 2 1 

Emerald 

Insight 

Lead Plant Manufacturing 

 

Globalization 

Manufacturing Companies 

 

Efficient Management for 

flexible production 

 

Manufacturing Plant 

Competitiveness 

5740 

 

8260 

 

 

11 095 

 

 

4142 

3 

 

1 

 

 

2 

 

 

1 

1 

 

3 

 

 

2 

 

 

4 

CORE-Plant 

Project 

-----  9 16 

Total nr of 

articles and 

reports 

  18 27 

 

It proved to be difficult to find articles within the area of economical solutions and structures 

related to the lead factory concept. Furthermore the “Launch site” term has not yet been applied 

or discussed in previous literature or research which made the article selection extremely 

limited. 

2.6.2. Empirical Data Collection - Primary 
 
Participatory Observations 
Saunders et al. (2009) explains participatory observations as a systematical way for gathering 

of information in a natural situation. These observations are usually used in explorative 

researches. Two distinct types of observations are distinguished; structured and unstructured. In 

a structured observation the behaviors and events that is going to be studied is defined in 

advance. An unstructured observation has none of these attributes and the focus is on gathering 

an overview of a situation or behavior without a structure (Saunders, et al., 2009). Another 

observation type is participatory observations. In this case the observer takes an active role in 

the situation or group that is going to be observed (Kothari, 2004). In this research the 
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participatory observation has been used for collecting observatory data, due to the need of 

gathering an overview on the situation and at the same time expressing feelings and thoughts 

connected to the area with others. The participatory observations include; attendance to 

department meetings and open discussion with employees. The results from the participatory 

observations are presented along with the interview results in chapter 5. 

 

Semi-Structured Interviews 
Interviews are a data gathering technique which aims to collect meaningful and reliable data to 

be able to answer the research questions. The interviews can be applied to one or more 

respondents (Patel & Davidson, 2011; Saunders, et al., 2009). Saunders et al (2009) further 

describes three different types of interviews; structured, semi-structured and unstructured 

interviews. A structured interview is a pre-defined and standardized questionnaire which is 

applied in the same way to every respondent, often used in quantitative research. When using 

semi-structured interviews key-questions and themes are already stated but can be adaptable 

and vary between the interviews. Questions can be added or removed according to each 

specific situation. An unstructured interview is applied when wanting to deeply exploit an area 

of interest. The idea is initially predefined but no standardized questions are established. 

Unstructured interviews are commonly used in qualitative research for gathering qualitative 

data. (Saunders, et al., 2009; Kothari, 2004) 

 

The choice for interview type in the thesis was semi-structured interviews. This selection of 

interview type was founded on the demand on being flexible when executing the interviews but 

still having key-questions and themes. These could later be adapted to different employees or 

situations to be able to collect as much relevant data as possible. The semi-structured 

interviews opened up for adaptability to the interview which led to in-depth discussions.  

Interviews was first applied and executed at the case company SKF were 15 employees from 

different departments and functions were interviewed. Later in the research process other 

interview questions of a semi-structured character were also applied to the benchmarking 

company. 

 

Case Company Interviews 

Primary data collection has partly been collected through semi-structured interviews at the case 

company, 15 interviews were executed at SKF. The interview questions were first developed 

through the research questions, the problem and current situation at the case company. Later on 

the questions were developed even further through cooperation with both the case company 

and the university supervisor in order for the questions to generate relevant inputs for the study. 

The interviews were performed in the SKF Gothenburg site and were applied to employees 

working in the Gothenburg factory and the Design Office, together called “The Gothenburg 

site” in this thesis. The interview questions can be found in Appendix C. 

 

The interview consisted of two interviewers and one respondent. The respondent was chosen in 

acquiescence with the supervisor at the case company, who proposed different employees that 

could provide valuable inputs to the research area. Table 2 presents all the case company 

employees interviewed at SKF Gothenburg site, describing department area and the total 

number of interviewees working in the department. 
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Table 2 - Case Company interviewees 

Interviewees - Work area, 

department and role 

Nr of employees 

interviewed 

Factory Management; 

1 Factory Manager 

1 

Controlling Department; 

1 Factory Controller 

1 

Business Development;  

3 Business Developer 

3 

Engineering and Development 

Department 

1 Engineering and Development 

Manager 

1 Process Development Manager 

1 Process Developer 

3 

Design Office 

1 Product Manager SRTB 

1 Product Manager CARB 

1 Product Engineering Manager 

1 Market and Business 

Development Manager 

4 

Quality Department 

1 Quality Manager 

1 

Manufacturing Department 

1 Manufacturing Manager 

1 

Maintenance Department 

1 Maintenance Manager 

1 

Total  15 

 

The SKF Gothenburg interviews are presented in chapter 5.1 to 5.4.6. When referring in these 

chapters the whole department will be referred to, even though the statement is originated from 

only one or more employees. This was made in order to protect employees’ identities since all 

employees have different roles, which would facilitate finding the employee. All departments 

mentioned in Table 2 except from the Design Office, are positioned and falls under the 

Gothenburg Factory. When describing all units in Gothenburg, including the Design Office, 

this will be mentioned as the Gothenburg site. The Design office is a centralized function – 

which means that the function cooperates with other SKF sites and is unattached and 

independent. 

 

In order to get an external overview over the situation and not only thoughts of employees 

working at the Gothenburg site, the interview results were completed after adding interviews 

conducted for two factory managers in other SKF sites operational within the same bearing 

cluster; the Dalian factory (China) and the Ahmedabad factory (India). These interviews were 

executed and transcribed by members of the COPE-project. The essence and core of these 

interviews were later transcribed in this thesis for serving a purpose. These results were added 

for achieving a fair overview of the current situation, not only internally viewed by the 

employees positioned in SKF Gothenburg. The interview results are presented in chapter 5.5. 
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Benchmarking 

A benchmarking study was made for gathering an outside perspective on how an already 

appointed launch site works. The choice for benchmarking company was AstraZeneca, applied 

for the company launch site in Södertälje, Sweden. The reason for choosing the Södertälje site 

was because the site were in a similar position in 2015 as SKF is today. Additionally 

AstraZeneca in Sweden is a partner in the COPE- project and the two interviewees are 

furthermore also involved in the project. The interview questions can be found in Appendix D.  

 

The benchmarking study consisted of a semi structured interview with two employees working 

in the Södertälje site, both working with operational excellence, Lean and business process 

management. The choice of interviewees was made in collaboration with a member in the 

COPE-project. 

 

2.7. Case company interview compilation  
Some tools and methods were used in order to distinguish the essence of the case company 

interviews and adding the most valuable inputs for the thesis. 

 

Questionnaire 
13 of 15 employees interviewed at the SKF Gothenburg site, answered an oral questionnaire 

that covered 6 different areas. These areas symbolized different functions within the 

Gothenburg factory and employees were supposed to grade all of them with numbers; 1-5. 

Grade 1 illustrates that the Gothenburg factory are in the worst possible scenario and would 

further need to implement improvements in the mentioned area. Grade 5 symbolize the best 

possible scenario and that the factory had the best possible prerequisite and outcomes. These 

areas became a basis for an overview within different SKF functions in the Gothenburg factory. 

These different areas have been developed within the COPE- project and the original aim for 

these values was to examine the potential values that can be created through a core-plant 

structure, on a network level. In this study these values were adapted and implemented 

differently and tended to focus more on a factory level rather than on a network level. The 

questionnaire results are presented in chapter 5.1- Lead Factory Values. In Appendix B the 

original values developed by the COPE-project is presented. 

 

The different areas were as follows (Bruch, et al., 2016):  

Efficient and effective Production Development: The ability for factory Gothenburg to see 

trends and possibilities. This includes short time for development, development of new 

techniques, innovations and methods.  Capabilities of having short lead times and achieve a 

secure long-term development. 

Clear Organizational Structure: There is a well-developed strategy for decision making and 

investments. Clear distribution of roles and responsibilities, effective communication and clear 

ownership of development features. Additionally, clear overview on the factory ability, 

capacity and qualification. 

Resource efficient and effective Network: A standardized way of working; united and gathered 

competence and focused resources. 

Effective and efficient Production: The operational production capacity, good quality and low 

costs, high capacity and secure deliveries.  

Strong Competence: Structure for education and fast development of competence, the ability to 

attract excellent work-force. 

Available Meeting Arenas: Good possibilities to have and manage meetings between factories 

and units. Ability to verify processes, methods and capability to minimize production failures. 
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The results of the ratings were presented in a graph for mapping the areas that needed attention 

for improvements and/or areas which were already working in excellence. A mean score was 

later calculated. 

 

SWOT Analysis 

For structuring the interview results, a SWOT-analysis was compiled and used as a tool for 

analysis. The choice for using a SWOT-analysis as a tool was based on its usefulness for 

mapping and clarifying a company’s strengths and weaknesses, in a market point of view. The 

SWOT proved to be valuable for gathering SKF pros and cons which later could become 

valuable inputs in the analysis. The conclusions drawn in the SWOT-analysis was exclusively 

based on the case company interviews and was a conclusion of these interviews. The SWOT-

Analysis is presented in chapter 5.2. 

 

2.8. Synthesis and Analysis 
In this part the empirical and theoretical data were analyzed and then merged together into 

comprehensible conclusions so all the data could be connected into a synthesis. The analysis 

structure and development was not established according to an already existing frame or 

method but was settled in coalition to the research questions which were processed gradually. 

This further made it easier to structure a possible solution for the research questions in the 

upcoming discussion and conclusion chapter. In order to compare the theoretical with the 

empirical results to create an analysis, each research question was processed step by step, 

which means that one question was analyzed at a time. The analysis was made by first 

searching for relevant theoretical results, finding suitable empirical results from the case 

company part and finally finding information from the benchmarking part. These were later 

merged together into a descriptive analysis. The analysis segment is presented in chapter 7 and 

the discussion and conclusion is presented in chapter 8, both are structured in accordance with 

the research questions. 

 

2.9. Recommendations and Evaluation 
The recommendations presented in chapter 9 were developed specifically for SKF with regard 

to the reached conclusions. The recommendations are more of suggestions on how SKF could 

continue with their work to become a launch site. SKF Gothenburg factory will present a 

suggestion for becoming a launch site for the top management and will continue to examine the 

possibilities, challenges and benefits for becoming an appointed launch site. The idea is that 

this thesis will become as a part of the foundation when presenting upcoming suggestions in 

the area. 

 

2.10. Research Quality 
According to Kothari (2004) a good research can be classified as systematic which entails that 

the method used is structured and performed sequentially. The research should furthermore be 

accomplished according to already defined rules and be logical and easy to follow. Saunders et 

al. (2009) States that a well-executed research should be empirical and replicable, it can be 

repeated on the same basis as previous and be able to generate equivalent results. Merriam and 

Tisdell (2016) believe that the credibility of a research must be tested and taken into account to 

ensure the scientific relevance of research results. Saunders et al. (2009) states that all tools, 

methods and results used in the research should be critically reviewed in terms of reliability 

and validity, to ensure research quality. Conformability, which can be compared to the 

traditional criterion of objectivity, which was described by Bryman and Bell (2003) as a term 

of ensuring confirmation, has a similar nature to validity and need to be examined to verify 

quality so that the results hasn’t been influenced and adapted.  
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2.10.1. Reliability 
Saunders et al. (2009) presents reliability as how reliable the results generated is based on the 

study's techniques and approaches. Patel and Davidson (2011) think that reliability is a 

measurement on how well research tools and methods can resist randomness. Moreover 

Saunders et al. (2009) states that reliability can be achieved by ensuring that data acquisition 

techniques and analytical processes create the prerequisite for reliable results that later could be 

repeated and performed by another researcher and result in an equivalent result. Furthermore 

Saunders et al. (2009) believes that the research reliability is affected by the researchers’ 

conscious or unconscious influence or interpretation of the gathered data and the willingness of 

the respondents to provide with valid information and that the time for data gathering has an 

influence on the results. 

 

In order to ensure reliability, many different data collecting tools and methods has been used 

during the research, such as semi-structured interviews, questionnaire and benchmarking study. 

The benchmarking study helped to strengthen the already gathered results from the case 

company since the benchmarking company had been in the same situation. This helped the 

researchers to rely on already gathered data from the case company. The reliability at the case 

company is affected by the employees’ many different opinions – since multiple employees’ 

works with completely different things and experience situations differently. The interviews 

have been applied to 15 employees from different departments and the measurement is 

therefore considered as not completely stable since the entire staff at SKF Gothenburg site is 

around 1300 people, which can be very restrictive since it is a very small selection of the entire 

population. The time for the research execution can also play a vital role for the gathered 

results. This is due to that SKF is currently investigating the conditions for being a launch site 

and conditions can be changed soon.  The stage-gate method has helped to clarify deliverables 

and acquired results for the research to attain reliability. The reliability of the research can 

further be limited by the choice for interviewees at the case company, since the supervisor at 

SKF were the person that chose the respondents, which lead to a bias. The reliability of the 

research is also affected by the few respondents at the benchmarking company. Two 

interviewees from one company, interviewed at the same time doesn’t provide with an 

adequate picture of the actual situation. Finally, by spending a lot of time at the Gothenburg 

site may have influenced the researchers approach and results due to creations of personal 

connections to employees. 

2.10.2. Validity and Conformability 
Saunders et al. (2009) Believes that validity indicates the extent to which the data measured 

really has measured what it intends to. The research validity is closely connected to the 

researchers’ interpretation and understanding of the research, so that an awareness of what is 

intended to be measured exists (Saunders, et al., 2009; Kothari, 2004). Through the usage of 

multiple data collection methods and tools the research validity could be strengthened (Bryman 

& Bell, 2003). By using different data gathering methods a very wide perspective on the 

research area could be gathered. Data collection methods used was interviews, questionnaires, 

literature review, observations and benchmarking. The semi-structured interviews at the case 

company proved to be partly inefficient and unfocused which tended to affect the respondents 

answers so that it was hard to keep the answers within the research area. This affected research 

validity negatively since it became more difficult to delimitate and focus the study. The 

research wide data collection and the usage of multiple methods were applied to different 

functions, factories, employees and companies that affected the researchers’ objectives in an 

impartial manner. Since the collection included many different parts and stakeholders; 15 

employees working in the SKF Gothenburg site, 2 employees at two other SKF factories and 
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two employees in a completely different company, the researchers were not influenced by one 

specific person and managed to maintain an impartial alignment. Although the case company 

interviews became unfocused, the many interviewees proved to provide an immense amount of 

valuable information that did strengthen the research validity anyway because of the many 

answers. To further ensure validity the data was later compared to the literature review and 

research focus in order to achieve a scientific orientation to ensure that the data was 

comparable and within the research alignment.  
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3. THEORY 
 

The following chapter presents theoretical results related to the research area. To get a 

broader perspective, the first chapter will explain the globalization and its effects on 

manufacturing companies’ competitiveness. The next chapters will continue with describing a 

global manufacturing network and factory relations in order to provide with a stable 

foundation for upcoming chapters. The latter part of the theoretical framework will provide a 

more focused and intensively describing view on plant classifications and roles. A large focus 

will be on the lead factory concept and site competence, which is required in order to be 

competitive and to be a lead factory or launch site.  

 

3.1. Globalization and Manufacturing Competitiveness 
The term globalization was first used in the 1960’s, but the actual start and the first impacts 

were seen as early as in the late nineteenth century (Russel, 1923). Companies followed the 

globalization trend since they wanted to have an access to international operations all over the 

world, especially in Western Europe, Far East and North America (Farooq, et al., 2015). 

Furthermore the later development of technology solutions and the logistic function changed 

both market demands and production opportunities considerably, with an explosive increase in 

the 1980’s (Skinner, 1964). The growing trends of international trade worldwide became 

formed and characterized by the globalization. An immense increase in customer consumption 

implied that companies had to start negotiate and trade all over the world in order to stay 

competitive (Fan, et al., 2013). This transition to a global economy created and further creates a 

wide range of competitors that continuously search for competitive advantages hence 

customers possess the opportunity to easily shift between suppliers (Handfield, et al., 2013). 

The actual drivers for the world trade can be categorized into four groups; cost, market, 

government and competition. Furthermore the access to initial (raw materials, skills and 

exploitation of costs) and sequential (the management of a global network) material is 

essentials for manufacturing companies to expand globally  (Farooq, et al., 2015). 

 

Due to the explosive increase in global trade and customer consumption, manufacturing 

industries has become inevitably more global and has become the number one foreign direct 

investment (FDI) (Fan, et al., 2013). Their goal is to provide and supply an international market 

with products, instead of providing the national and domestic market with products like before 

(Ferdows, 1997a). Industrial manufacturing companies have to develop a close connection and 

proximity to the market that it supplies (Vereecke & Van Dierdonck, 2002; Ferdows, 1997a). 

Since the market becomes global it is of high importance and necessity to be able to respond 

and correspond to all the different market conditions around the globe in order to stay 

competitive (Cheng, et al., 2015). The challenge for industrial companies to be able to cope and 

adapt the manufacturing and R&D function to a continuously changing market, requires 

strategic working solutions and integration of quantifiable flexibility indicators both in 

organizational structure and production facilities and equipment (Stanev, et al., 2008).  

 

According to Gordon and Sohal (2001) western manufacturers have been stated as 

uncompetitive in terms of cost (labor, processes, facilities and material) compared to their 

counterparts and competitors in the Far East. It is further stated that western manufacturers’ 

statement of having high quality (products, processes, employees and services) is often used as 

an excuse for high costs. This excuse is commonly not justified, especially in comparison to the 

Japanese competitors who create a trend in low costs, high efficiency and good quality. A 

response to this competition is for western manufacturers to adopt a variety of manufacturing 

technologies and new techniques for reducing the overall cost, responding efficiently to market 
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conditions and improving quality and speeding lead times. (Gordon & Sohal, 2001) This 

demand to achieve low manufacturing costs becomes the main driver for western 

manufacturers to compete in this geographically distributed market (Cheng, et al., 2015). 

 

3.2. Manufacturing Network 
Due to the globalization effects and an increase in international trade, manufacturing 

companies has become an internationally distributed network (Ferdows, 1997a; 1989). 

Manufacturing companies establish multiple factories and functions all around the globe in 

order to be able to facilitate and supply all markets to maintain competitive advantages. Instead 

of having single plants in a specific region, companies expand and create advanced networks of 

different sites, plants, factories and functions (Vereecke , et al., 2006). The model has changed 

from a traditional factory based single site model towards an international manufacturing 

network (IMN). (Shi, 2003) A manufacturing network can accordingly be explained as an 

aggregation of plants located in different places (Cheng , et al., 2011). This makes it 

challenging for managers to balance between global integration and local responsiveness 

(Ferdows, 1989). Factories should not only consider and supply their own specific market as 

before, but adapt to a global integration. Competitiveness is no longer only stated as achieving 

excellent management techniques in every single factory and plant, but also the implementation 

of an integrative strategy in the entire network. This strategy does not only include an 

optimization of company supply chain function but the overall organizational structure, 

managing the creation and transfer of knowledge within this global network. It is extremely 

beneficial to establish a network that support knowledge transfers. The management of 

international manufacturing operations is crucial to be able to coordinate the network and 

facilitate the knowledge transfer within the network. (Skinner, 1964; Vereecke , et al., 2006) 

Although this statement was already made in 1964, this fact is still not taken as seriously as it 

should and this issue is still considered to be in a beginner-phase (Vereecke , et al., 2006). 

 

In accordance to Ferdows (1997b) and Enright and Subramanian (2007) acknowledgement; one 

way to facilitate this vast intra-firm network is for factories to be allocated different strategic 

roles, Mosquet and Blaxhill (1996) present these factories as identical nodes of the global 

logistics network. Every factory has their own strategic role in connection to the different 

conditions active in each market, but is to be treated as identical nodes in the global logistics 

network. Thomas et al (2015) describe that all sites and plants within this network can be seen 

as fundamentals and important building blocks, each and every one contributing to the entire 

network in their own way. Furthermore they agree that these plants and factories have different 

advantages and capabilities within the network, creating different strategic factory roles. Many 

research contributions within this area have a tendency to focus on the position of the 

individual plant within this network. Furthermore this can create a neglecting of 

interdependencies between plants, and between the plant and the network. (Thomas, et al., 

2015) 

3.2.1. Factory Network Positions and Subsidiaries Relationship  
It is stated that if plants or factories have different strategic roles within the network, the 

relationship and communication with other subsidiaries, R&D and HQ differ (Vereecke , et al., 

2006). Ghoshal(1986) explains 4 types of relationships that can be distinguished between 

subsidiaries and factories in a network: Physical goods, information, people and financial 

resources. The last one will not be described since it only includes providing capital. A 

continuous flow and interaction of these different types of material between subsidiaries is 

crucial for attaining an effective network flow and attaining the network: 
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Physical goods flow:  

This includes the flow and transfer of physical goods, for an example semi-finished goods or 

material (Ghoshal, 1986). 

 

Information (flow) network: The information flow network can be divided into two parts; 

Administrative and knowledge (Ghoshal, 1986). 

 

Administrative: Info on Inventory levels – ex. purchasing requirements and forecasts, 

connected to the degree of centralization of manufacturing tasks (Ghoshal, 1986).  

 

Knowledge: Goshal (1986) explains that knowledge flow and transfer is seen as a crucial factor 

for the very existence of multinationals and the globalized intra-firm network. Knowledge 

includes acquiring, creating, storing and using different assets across borders and national 

boundaries. The transfer of knowledge and innovations between and through these borders – 

between geographically distributed factories and functions, is a huge asset for the company to 

maintain and create competitive advantages. (Ghoshal, 1986) The transfer of knowledge is 

furthermore influenced by several different factors, the strength of the ties which knowledge is 

transferred and also the actual receiving capacity of the recipients (the unit/factory where 

knowledge is transferred to). For an example, if the difference between the sending and the 

receiving unit is high – this will make the knowledge transfer more difficult and advanced.  

(Vereecke , et al., 2006) 

 

It is extremely beneficial for a company to have a network that support knowledge transfers, 

not only between manufacturing functions but also between R&D departments and 

plants/factories (Ferdows, 1989; Vereecke & Van Dierdonck, 2002). The relationship between 

R&D and all the factories usually differ within the network, which depends on the strength of 

personal ties between these functions (Ghoshal, 1986). Furthermore the costs regarding 

knowledge transfer differ between different units in connection to R&D. It is common that 

departments and functions located nearby each other have a higher absorptive capacity since 

they are more capable of establishing a stronger relationship, since the background is more 

similar which further promote knowledge sharing. (Deflorin, et al., 2012) It is stated that if the 

heterogeneity (difference) between plants is high in terms of capabilities, equipment and 

location, it will be harder to achieve an efficient knowledge transfer (Deflorin, et al., 2012; 

Vereecke , et al., 2006). This also acknowledges the fact that the R&D department should 

reconsider the different conditions for different plants, and to take each plant specific 

requirement in consideration (Deflorin, et al., 2012). 

 

People Network: 

The people network can appear in many different shapes. It may include a manager having line 

or staff responsibility in multiple factories, also called interlocking management. Another 

example is the so called dispatched managers; managers that temporarily or permanently get 

transferred from one unit to another. The people flow network can also take shape trough 

“coordinators” that travel often between units to share knowledge or accomplish cooperation 

between facilities. The physical contact between employees and managers is extremely 

important in a vast global network. The relationship among managers in different factories or 

functions, or between factory managers and HQ managers are strongly influenced by the 

frequency of the actual communication and physical visits. Communication is furthermore a 

facilitator of innovation transfer in multinationals. (Ghoshal, 1986) 
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3.2.2. Manufacturing Strategy  
The shift from a single site model to an international manufacturing network requires 

manufacturing companies to develop and optimize the management of manufacturing 

operations in order to cope with the new, complex international network created through 

globalization (Skinner, 1964; Vereecke & Van Dierdonck, 2002).  Manufacturing strategy can 

be seen as the linkage between the external network environment and the internal target setting 

(Skinner, 1974). To combine and connect the resources and capabilities with the market 

requirements is important in order to gain competitive advantages. These competitive 

advantages can be achieved when efficiently coordinating four factors; low costs, reliable 

delivery, flexibility and high quality. Also innovations and sustainability are new crucial 

requirements for competitive advantages. (Thomas, et al., 2015)  

 

According to Skinner (1969) the manufacturing function is commonly seen as a competitive 

weapon or a corporate millstone of the company. The corporate success is almost always seen 

as the achievements of low costs and high efficiency. This connection is becoming more 

sensitive and demanding since the network transition to a global network implies an 

increasingly complex picture. Manufacturing managers seems to be unaware of the fact that 

when making routine decisions only adapted to a specific factory or plant manufacturing 

system, they limit the corporate strategy; binding personnel, facilities and equipment. It is 

shown that top management delegates a lot of basic policy decision to lower manufacturing 

functions. Managers also need to make decisions regarding structural and infrastructural nature 

instead of delegating basic policies to lower levels in manufacturing. (Skinner, 1969) Aspects 

such as size, location, capacity, equipment and automation are some of the structural decisions 

that need to be accounted for.  Regarding the infrastructural nature, some decisions include the 

competence and skill-level, organization structure and the autonomy level. (Hayes & 

Wheelwright, 1984) These decisions often aim to optimize specific and individual plants, 

which creates huge challenges for these international manufacturing companies to take 

advantage of their international manufacturing network for gaining competitive advantages. To 

accomplish this, company managers is required to have a holistic perspective on the 

international plant network and not only on a single plant level. (Ferdows, 1997a) According to 

Vereecke and Van Dierdonck (2002) a manufacturing strategy with a plant configuration focus, 

should include aspects such as; 

 

 The right amount of plants to optimize a company  

 Plant location 

 Level of competence at the plants 

 Strategic roles of the plants 

 Products produced at the plants 

3.2.3. Product variants and manufacturing flexibility 
Requirements for achieving flexibility and adaptability in both organizational business 

structures and manufacturing operations in a global intra-firm network can be very challenging 

in a highly competitive environment (Farooq, et al., 2015). The shift in customer demand from 

serial mass production to customized, specialized and technologically advanced quality 

products makes it difficult for manufacturing companies to adapt their manufacturing function, 

not only in each and every plant but in all plants all around the globe (Fullerton, et al., 2014). 

Manufacturing companies’ production system need to deliver small batch sizes due to high 

product variety (Dombrowski, et al., 2016). The key to manage flexibility in a constantly 

changing environment has long focused on finding a balance between strategic flexibility and 
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operational efficiency. Today, companies need to become strategically flexible by easily adapt 

to rapid changes. Companies need to optimize processes; from concept to end-product to 

achieve operational efficiency. Most industries and companies are constantly focused on 

increasing flexibility and to make continuous improvements in processes and products, and 

adapting these functions to each other. (Kortmann, et al., 2014) The constant execution of 

improvements in quality and flexibility in products and processes makes companies desirable 

(Fullerton, et al., 2014). Krajewski et al. (2016) Explains that one way to improve both quality 

and flexibility is to use Lean Production which is a method that aims to identify and eliminate 

the non-value added factors. The purpose is to delete bottlenecks that don’t add value for the 

end customer. Lean production also highlight 8 wastes that needs to be reduced; transport, 

inventory, motion, waiting, overproduction, over processing, defects and waste of unused 

human talent. By using different tools, such as 5S and 7QC can standardizations and structures 

be made in order to become efficient and to create competitive advantages (Krajewski, et al., 

2016). 

 

Product development and the R&D function have a central role in the company's production 

structure and how the company's operations management and its strategies will be carried out. 

The product is to be produced and must therefore be adapted optimally produced. The 

adaptations and flexibility in the product appearance can shorten lead times, minimize costs, 

but above all create a good quality product which satisfies customers. (Jonsson & Mattsson, 

2005) In a vast intra-firm manufacturing network, it can be difficult to establish products and 

production systems that apply to all manufacturing units around the globe, hence for example 

different market conditions and regulations. Every plant has their own characteristics and 

conditions and R&D should furthermore adapt products according to every plant specific 

capabilities. (Deflorin, et al., 2012) Furthermore the tension between adapting R&D and 

production (exploration and exploitation) essentially depends on this network and the ability to 

create, transfer and apply valuable knowledge. The transfer of knowledge between networks is 

very difficult and challenging (Deflorin, et al., 2012). Commonly different product types are 

distributed to all the different geographically dispersed factories and plants in regards to these 

conditions. Furthermore this results in some plants having specific knowledge in one area, 

focusing and producing a narrowed product range, which further delimitates the possession of a 

wider knowledge. Other plants within the network produce other product variants which marks 

the necessity of having an extensive knowledge regarding these specific product variants. Some 

larger plants may produce a wider product range which marks the necessity of this plant of 

having a wider knowledge basis. (Fullerton, et al., 2014) Usually these larger plants and 

factories have more employees, possess a wider competence and have a stronger relationship to 

R&D. Furthermore these plants have a higher requirement for continuously adapting their 

production system due to the high product range (Deflorin, et al., 2012). 

 

3.3. Factory and Plant Classification and Roles 

3.3.1. Organization and factory concepts 
The organization concepts have changed over the years. A very known and used concept was 

introduced already back in 1974, and was called the "focused factory" (Skinner, 1974). What 

Skinner  (1974) wanted to define by this expression was that a manufacturing company could 

focus only on one strategy at a time. Hayes & Schmenner (1978) however, had a different idea 

about the organizational concepts and came to the conclusion that a business can be either 

product or process-oriented.  Depending on which concept a factory uses, the outcome will be 

different strategies, tasks and operations. The outcomes will also lead to different plant roles. 

As many scientist have a positive alignment regarding different strategically plant roles in the 
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intra-firm network, Hayes & Schmenner (1978) imply that different roles lead to higher 

complexity in the network. Furthermore they state that a complex network needs 

supplementary coordination to balance the two different concepts; product and process. The 

latter concept; process, needs more coordination than the first one. A few years later, 

Schmenner (1982) presented two additional types of concepts resulting in the following 

models: product-focused factories, market area factories, process-focused factories and general 

focus factories. Each concept has a strategy based on their focus. For example a plant with a 

general focus is required to be flexible and able to quickly adapt to new products and 

processes.  

3.3.2. Strategic role dimensions 
There are numerous models that describe strategic roles of subsidiaries in international 

companies. One of these models is developed by Bartlett & Goshal (1989) which describes 

four of these different roles of subsidiaries and plants in multinationals: the implementer, the 

black hole, the contributor and the strategic leader. The four different generic roles vary on two 

dimensions. The first dimension is competence at the subsidiary (in the fields of technology, 

production, marketing etc.). The second dimension is the importance of the global strategy 

which affects the subsidiaries. Another model developed by Jarillo & Martinez (1990) include 

one dimension that is called “the degree of localization” and involves, to which degree 

activities like purchasing, manufacturing, marketing and R&D are executed in a country of a 

specific plant. The two models made by Bartlett and Goshal (1989) and Jarillo and Martinez 

(1990) are quite similar. The difference is within the second dimension; competence. In the 

model by Bartlett & Goshal, the second dimension is externally focused whereas the model by 

Jarillo & Martinez (1990) is more internally focused. This entails that one model is very 

autonomous whereas the other make the subsidiary depended on the headquarters. With these 

three dimensions as a basis the authors find and classify three different types of subsidiaries; 

receptive, active and autonomous.  

Plant roles with communication focus 
Gupta and Govindarajan (1991) and Vereecke et al. (2006), presented a different result than the 

previous researchers. They presented a structure for factory roles based on their level of 

communication with other subsidiaries. The authors created a structure where the factories 

were categorized based on the in- and outflows of knowledge within the network. This 

structure revealed four different types of factories. (Gupta & Govindarajan , 1991): 

 

 Isolated factories- are factories that have no in or outflow of information in the network. 

 Receipt factories- are factories that usually are last in line and receive information from 

other factories, but contribute very little to the actual network. 

 Active network players - are factories that are very actively involved in the network, 

communicate, disseminate information and collaborate. 

 The host of active network players - are also factories that are actively involved in the 

network and collaborate much. The difference between active network players and the 

host of active players is that they have different in- and outflows of meetings. 

 

Analysis of the different plant types have shown that factories with little communication and 

collaboration in the network have a greater chance to increase or decrease their strategic role, 

than plants that do not communicate and are open (Gupta & Govindarajan , 1991). 
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3.3.3. Ferdows model; strategic classifications of plants 
Ferdows (1997b; 1989) was first to introduce how various plant strategies and roles should be 

dealt with. According to Ferdows (1997b; 1989) a factory's role in a manufacturing network 

should be based on two different factors; the strategic positioning of the factory and the 

factory's competence. There is a big difference between factories that have strategic roles 

compared to factories with a single plant focus. The factory focus does not determine future 

goals, but the factory's role is what generates the strategy of the plant and can help to organized 

and coordinate for future goals. Ferdows model has become an excellent example for managing 

plant roles and has been tested by several researchers (Fusco & Spring, 2003; Meijboom & 

Vos, 2004; Vereecke & Van Dierdonck, 2002).  

 

Ferdows’s model may be viewed as a translation of the strategic classifications of subsidiaries 

into a manufacturing classification of plants and factories. Ferdows’s model also characterizes 

as a model that distinguishes subsidiaries based on the degree of competence as well as the 

location advantage of the plants. Location advantages are a highly important strategic reason to 

decide if to launch and run a plant.  In his model, three classes are identified (Ferdows, 1989):  

 

 Access to low cost production input factors: the factors that are most relevant in his 

classification is the use and advantage of low cost labor, nearness to low cost raw 

materials and energy.  

 Proximity to market- by having plants in a large global scale the delivery time for 

products becomes shorter and more reliable. The proximity to market also simplifies the 

process of companies meeting customer demands. Other positive outcomes in regard to 

this specific focus are reduction of financial and trade risk and overcoming trade 

barriers and difficulties.  

 Use of local technological resources- the idea with this classification is the proximity to 

knowledge by having close interaction with universities, researchers, suppliers, 

customers and competitors. The gain is up to date knowledge that favors the plant and 

company. In addition to this, Ferdows updated this classification by adding “access to 

skilled employees” (1993; 1997a) It is not only important to exploit external knowledge 

but internal. This transfer of knowledge is highly important in the manufacturing 

network as mentioned before. 

 

According to Ferdows (1989) there are two additional reasons for why companies should 

exploit new plants in foreign countries; the control of technological assets and pre-emption of 

competition. Ferdows (1989) further claims that these have less importance than the three 

reasons already mentioned. The plant classifications presented in the model are highly 

validated and simple to use for “mapping” the different plants in the global network to analyze 

and evaluate the structure of it. Mapping of plants globally simplifies the highlighting of 

unbalances and possible beneficial development (Vereecke & Van Dierdonck, 2002).  

Defining the six strategic roles 
Furthermore Ferdows (1997b):   presents six different types of plants which he identified and 

categorized as following:   

 

Offshore Factory – The aim of the offshore factory is to produce products that are exported for 

further work or sold. Little or no development activities are executed at the site and the factory 

managers seldom negotiate or chose suppliers. The primary task of the employees with a 
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financial focus is to provide the managers with data. The outbound logistic is not in control of 

the managers at the plant. 

 

Source Factory – is as well as the offshore factory established to run low cost production. The 

difference between the factories is that the managers have a part in the procurement, selection 

of suppliers, production planning, process changes etcetera. The source factory has the same 

ability as the lead factory to produce products. The factories are often placed in countries with 

low cost production and skilled employees.  

 

Server Factory - Has slightly more authority to make minor changes to suit their factory. The 

server factory provides a national or regional market with products and often reduces taxes, 

tariff barriers and logistic costs.   

 

Contributor Factory – do as well as the server factory supply national or regional market but 

they make the choice of the suppliers themselves and possess product and process engineering 

at the site. The contributor factory competes with the lead factory in testing new process and 

product innovations. The contributor factory also has the authority to participate when 

choosing key suppliers for the whole company.  

 

Outpost Factory – is the type of factory that  aims to collect information and data and is located 

in areas near suppliers, competitors, research laboratories and costumers. The outpost factory 

always also has a market to serve them and is therefore often also an offshore factory.  

 

Lead Factory – A lead factory is responsible for developing and implementing new processes, 

products and technologies for the whole company. The lead factory has highly skilled 

employees which are used not only to collect and analyze data for the headquarters but also to 

develop new processes and products. They have a key role when choosing key suppliers and 

are also working with supplier development.  

Determining & upgrading the strategic role  
According to Ferdows (1997b) the level of a plants expertise shows by the degree of technical 

activities. The different strategies combined with the level of the competence are shown in 

Figure 1. Ferdows (1997b) claims that the business strategy of a company is what determines 

decisions regarding plant role changes. The matrix in figure 1 is proposed to visualize a plant 

role change 

 

In order to raise plants’ role to a higher degree they need to be moved vertically in the matrix 

and develop high competence. A plant may also be moved in a horizontal way to change role. 

However every strategic move result in different benefits and challenges and affects the entire 

network. (Ferdows, 1997b). In Figure 1, Ferdows (1997b) model is illustrated, which is more 

complex and shows how activities are introduced when upgrading to a higher role factory. 
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Figure 1 - Ferdows’s Activity Model, (Ferdows, 1997) 

The matrix in figure 1 starts in the loop of a plant taking on responsibility for production and 

extending to a leading role in the regard of becoming a global plant leader for product and 

process knowledge. The articulated role is the highest and most responsible a factory can reach 

and possess. It usually takes years to upgrade to a higher plant role and the challenges are often 

many but so are the advantages, which are not only local but global. Even though plants start at 

different grades and roles in the matrix there are some commonly imperatives (Ferdows, 

1997b): 

 

 Focus on the intangible benefits – Companies choose to manufacture abroad for 

different beneficial reasons, often tangible such as reduction in labor and logistic cost. 

What does not always show are the intangible benefits that are hard to measure such as 

learning from foreign research centers, costumers etcetera. Looking at the roles in the 

matrix in figure 1, the more a plant reaches a higher role the more intangible the 

benefits get. It is harder to argue that intangible possible benefits are better than 

immediate tangible ones but it might be the difference between a plants extending its 

capabilities or not.  

 

 Cultivate competencies – A factory raise to a higher plant role requires development of 

the plants competence which entails;  

o Improving the inside - physical layout, machinery, quality and education for 

employees. 

o Developing external resources – supplier, product design, communication, 

logistic skills,  

o Taking on global mandate – competence that exceeds the skills needed at the 

plant only. Develop product and process innovations to the entire company 

globally.  

 Create a robust network – To manage changes in the network when adding, changing or 

closing plants a robust network is required. It contains several plants with higher plant 

roles (sources, contributors and lead plants). 

Conclusions; Ferdows model 
The model has been a foundation for research and discussed in a case study made at four 

different factories in Europe. The issue has focused on whether the various stages necessarily 

consist of the sequence Ferdows (1997b) proposes. What emerged from the case study made by 

Meijboom and Vos, (2004) was a big difference in large and small product and process 
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improvements. Additionally, Meijboom and Vos, (2004) also added production planning and 

production scheduling activity in the model (production planning higher up the shaft due to 

higher skill levels).  

 

Furthermore  according to Meijboom and Vos, (2004) the plants with a low level role would 

probably not contribute to the whole company or it may be in a different way, that the company 

in general would lose important knowledge that the local plant possesses. At last, if the whole 

company or other plants with a higher role treat the low level plant as only a product supplier, 

it would demotivate the local plant managers as they are facing no challenging or developing 

work. This way of thinking would also affect the workers skills at the plants since it would not 

convince high skilled people to join the plant or company. What these observations entails is 

that is is highly important for companies to develop and maintain competence at each plant to 

fulfill the strategic roles and to achieve an optimized network of plants. United they may reach 

higher positive outcomes than separated.  

 

Meijboom and Voordijk (2003) 's analysis also resulted in, manufacturing companies with a 

greater strategic role less likely being shut down. There are more authors who have presented 

numerous types of plant roles but none of these has worked and proved as positive as 

Ferdows's framework for identifying the strategic role of plants (Poynter & White , 1984; 

Jarillo & Martinez, 1990). The great advantage of Ferdows’s model is that it has two different 

dimensions, thus can plot out each factory's role in a chart (Feldmann, 2011).  

 

Despite theese acknowledgements about plants moving in a negative way if the company do 

not acknowledge the needs of every plant globally, there are plants that develops and raise 

themselves to a higher degree plant. The aim of being competetive and strikter demands about 

the time to market and customer service has led to local managers stimulating the development 

of competence in multiple areas. Also prestige and status may drive managers at local plants to 

develop and  improve their work. The raising of the plant is only a possitive effetct of the main 

aim. (Feldmann, 2011) 

 

Ferdows’s model with the six different roles has been tested by multiple researchers. The 

results conclude that the competence at plants requires to be increased over time to generate 

positive outcomes. Although various studies have shown positive results in plants with high 

skills and competence, there are no overall results on whether the competence generates a 

specific plant role. (Bartlett & Ghoshal , 1989; Ferdows, 1997a; Meijboom & Vos, 2004; 

Vereecke & Van Dierdonck, 2002) 

 

The Lead Factory Concept  

As mentioned previously, due to globalization multinationals often consist of several different 

types of plants (Feldmann & Olhager, 2013). Commonly, one plant within this network is 

strategically important and serves as the central knowledge hub, frequently called core plant 

(Meijboom & Voordijk, 2003), lead factory (Ferdows, 1997a), or main plant (Feldmann & 

Olhager, 2013). Ferdows (1997b) described the lead factory role as the place where new 

processes, products and technologies for the entire company are created. Many multinationals 

that aim for operational excellence and competitiveness have implemented the concept of a 

central role (Feldmann & Olhager, 2013). 

 

The goal with this concept is to have one of the plants in the network to become an 

“intermediary” between Research and Development, (R&D) and the other geographically 

distributed plants. The intermediary in this case is referring to the lead factory. This factory 
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works close with R&D in order to facilitate knowledge transfer from exploration (R&D) to 

exploitation (production). That transferring knowledge between the companies internationally 

distributed network is extremely difficult and challenging. One factor that affects these is how 

the network structure is formed and how it operates, since it can support or even destroy the 

possibility to knowledge transfers. (Deflorin, et al., 2010) 

 

R&D is also working together and in cooperation with the lead factory. So the first prototype 

and process it possesses are guided by the lead factory. This close relationship leads to more 

cooperation between the two functions which results in more stable and reliable processes. 

Since the lead factory contains this information and knowledge, this factory also optimizes 

other plants – train them, gathers and validates – they drive the company for continuous 

improvements. They also have a role regarding adapting the new product to different locations 

and conditions where the products are sold. (Deflorin, et al., 2010) Examples of such lead 

factories are the Japanese OEMs, where new processes are implemented first in order to be 

further implemented in other factories (Ferdows, 1997b). 

 

Advantages and disadvantages being a lead factory 

The core plant role is a very important role strategically, as the whole company becomes 

depending on the lead plant. The risk of a plant being shut down is therefore lower since other 

plants are depending on the leader. (Meijboom & Voordijk, 2003) Due to globalization, 

Swedish companies are today facing large difficulties and a vast risk of being shut down. As 

manufacturing activities become more mobile they may be executed internationally and 

therefore the company location decision become more complex since more countries are as 

equivalent as Sweden in regards to an assignment of a leading role. (Porter & Rivkin, 2012) As 

a result of this phenomenon, subsidiaries change or expand their roles in order to expand their 

activity range and decrease the control of the headquarters. The core plant role is not endlessly 

and therefore it is in great importance to actively work to maintain the role and reduce the risk 

of being shut down. (Adeyemi, et al., 2014) 

  

According to Deflorin et al. (2012), some factories and organizations can benefit from the lead 

factory concept, but this is depending on the following factors: 

 

 The number of production plants in the organization; having a high number of 

production plants that produces similar products. This means that the product gap and 

difference is small and the development which occurs in cooperation with the lead 

factory can be more or less effectively implemented in all the production plants. 

Furthermore, companies must align the focus of the plants to profit from the lead 

factory concept. 

 

 High adaption for basic and specific processes; high ability for adaption, low adaption 

costs and low one time adaption costs for these processes. High adaption costs are 

common in an archetype network hence changes must occur in every production plant 

and R&D needs to cooperate with every plant. 

 

 High manufacturing costs for the prototype and low manufacturing costs for the second 

prototype; if only knowledge about the basic processes can be efficiently transferred the 

production process is characterized through a low specificity. 
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Deflorin et al. (2010) believes that the lead factory concept is only good in a conceptual paper, 

the concept is most useful when matched with an adaption strategy and for companies 

producing a product with low knowledge maturity. 

 

Although the role of a core plant entails several advantages and possibilities, it also involves 

some challenges. One large challenge is for a core plant to advance and develop new 

production technologies and process innovation while creating and maintaining the capacity to 

integrate these new innovations into running operations. The task entails high risk and cost to 

the product and may inhibit the competitiveness regarding product price. The challenge 

continues while the core plant explore and develop future possibilities while they are required 

to be cost efficient since the core plant and its subsidiaries are being judged and reviewed by 

the same KPI:s, even though they in real life are totally different. Furthermore core plants have 

the expectations from the headquarters to maintain effective production development while 

spreading new knowledge to the subsidiaries and assist them at the plants in an effective way. 

In order to effectively transfer the knowledge to the subsidiaries, the management of the 

production network is required to be skilled to increase the interaction between the plants. For 

example every plant manager should have the knowledge to adapt the standardized production 

process to their own plants and its environment. (Slepniov, et al., 2010) 

 

3.4. Site competence  
Roth and Jackson (1995) explained that competence can be described as an internal-oriented 

manufacturing expertise or production technologies that have a value adding affect to the 

competitiveness. Plants have different competences and these can be either production, supply 

chain or development related. Production includes maintenance, and processes. Supply chain 

includes purchase, logistics and supplier development. Development includes product 

development and is more focused on new product and new processes. Different plants are 

identified with different focuses. There are plants with the production focus only. There are 

those with production and supply chain focus and last there are plants with all three types of 

focus and responsibility. Production competence is needed for factories with both production 

and supply chain responsibility while production and supply chain competence is needed for 

plants with development responsibilities. The plants with all three responsibilities are the ones 

that are more competitive regarding efficiency, cost, quality and development. Furthermore the 

site competence has an direct link to an operational level but no relation to site location. 

 

Competence is highly important in Ferdows’s model but the definition of it has slightly 

changed over the years. In previous studies competence at a plant was described as the degree 

of technical activities exploited at a plant. In his most recent model he defines it as the degree 

of competence in following areas; production, procurement, local logistics, production 

planning, process technical maintenance, product and process development and improvement, 

development of suppliers, the supply of global markets and a global hub role for product and 

process knowledge. (Ferdows, 1997a) 
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4. CASE COMPANY PRESENTATION 
 

In this chapter the case company SKF is presented. First the SKF background and history is 

presented followed by a short description of the SKF network and finally a presentation of the 

Gothenburg site and factory. 

 

4.1. SKF history and background 
SKF is a leading bearing and seal manufacturer founded in 1907 in Gothenburg, Sweden. Sven 

Wingquist invented the self-aligning ball bearing in 1907 and later founded SKF. The new 

invention got patented in 10 countries and proved to be the start for the joint-stock company 

that already the upcoming year, 1908, opened offices all around Europe. The business 

expanded and soon SKF became a world-known bearing manufacturer (SKF, 2017). Today 

SKF is stated as the largest bearing manufacturer in the world. SKF have approximately 49 000 

employees worldwide in 140 manufacturing and production sites. Furthermore SKF have 

15 000 distribution locations that globally encompass 130 countries (SKF, 2017). 

 

The stated SKF vision is to “create a world of reliable rotation”. The fundamental announced 

driving force for SKF is to establish high quality – add value to their customers, apply 

innovation and speed in processes and further establish a sustainable development, all this is in 

order to maintain and achieve profitability (SKF, 2017).  

 

4.2. SKF Sites and Factory Network 
SKF is represented in 130 countries and is distributed in five different areas; Industrial Sales 

Americas, Industrial Sales Europe and Middle East/Africa, Industrial Sales Asia and 

Automotive and Aerospace (SKF, 2017). SKF have divided the different bearing product types 

between sites and factories around the world, so that the sites are focusing on producing 

different types of bearings in order to meet customer demands. SKF sites that produces the 

same type of bearings falls under the same “cluster” (Engineering and development 

department, 2017). 

 

4.3. SKF Gothenburg factory and site 
The SKF Gothenburg factory is positioned in the Spherical roller bearing cluster. Other sites 

that are also included in this cluster are the Hannover (USA), Luton (Britain), Dalian (China), 

Ahmedabad (India) sites. This means that these sites produce the same bearing types as 

Gothenburg, although the product size focus may differ (Engineering and development 

department, 2017). The Gothenburg site is the largest site within this cluster as well as one of 

the major in the whole SKF. The site produces medium and large spherical roller bearings and 

their main products are SRB, CARB and SRTB. The Gothenburg factory produces all types of 

these bearings and has no gap in their product assortment. The Gothenburg site is an expression 

for the Gothenburg factory and the Design Office (R&D). Other central functions such as the 

High Quarter (HQ) are also located in Gothenburg. The Gothenburg site is considered as the 

main competence carrier within the cluster and furthermore a driving force for global 

development issues. This is due to the fact that the site is the largest one within that cluster, 

with many employees and a long historical trademark. Furthermore the proximity to all the 

centralized and global function implies a high competence level and attracts skilled workforce. 

(Engineering and development, 2017). 
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4.3.1. The Gothenburg Factory Departments 
Business Development Department: Deals with customer inquiries regarding new 

product/variant inquiries that are not in the SKF catalogue. The special requirement may be a 

new feature or size that doesn’t exist. The Business Development team set cost estimations on 

these products and examine if it is technically possible to produce. The Business Development 

Department works like a bridge between sell-companies and the Gothenburg factory. (Business 

Development Department, 2017) 

 

Manufacturing Department: Works with manufacturing processes (Manufacturing Department, 

2017). 

 

Maintenance Department:  Handles maintenance related duties and strategies and also working 

environment strategies (Maintenance Department, 2017). 

 

Controlling Department: This is the factory economical department that deals with analyzing 

ratios and business related financial issues (Controlling Department, 2017). 

 

Engineering and Development Department: Deals with and are responsible for process 

development and production technology. The department is handling production preparation 

and adaptation. (Engineering and Development Department, 2017) 

 

Factory Management: Has the ultimate responsibility for the entire Factory and for the 

departments and their deliverables and the factory processes, standards and employees (Factory 

Manager, 2017). 

 

Quality Department: Are responsible for quality development and measurement technology 

and BEO methods (Quality Department, 2017).  

4.3.2. Design Office 
Within SKF group there are a total of 10 different Product Lines, which is a designation for a 

specific function. Spherical roller bearing (SRB) is one Product Line and also SRTB and 

CARB, each have their own “Product Owners” – these three products are the products that the 

Gothenburg Factory produces. The Product Line, which is one function included in the “Design 

Office”, are responsible for establishing a road map and a plan for the specific product type 

with a target image for the long-term development of the product. The Design Office also 

includes a Product Development function that develops new products and a Product 

Engineering function that are responsible for minor maintenance or smaller product 

adjustments. (Product Line, 2017) 

 

The Design Office is centralized function that develops for SKF globally and is the function 

that decides the manufacturing footprint. 

 

 

 

 

 

.  
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5. EMPIRICIAL FINDINGS - SKF 

 
In this chapter the results gathered from all the interviews from the case company is presented. 

These results constitutes as a foundation for the upcoming analysis and discussion chapter. The 

chapter starts with presenting the results from the employees grading of the “Lead Factory 

Value” chart, to give a broad perspective on how the factory works with certain areas, crucial 

for creating competitive advantages. In the upcoming chapter a SWOT- analysis is presented to 

gather internal and external competitive factors that can be used when later analyzing the 

results. Finally the interview results are presented in four different areas; SKF Global 

Competitiveness – External opportunities and threats, SKF Gothenburg factory goals,   

The Launch Site concept and finally the SKF Asian Plants: Outstanding views about the 

Gothenburg factory role in the SKF group.  

 

5.1. Lead Factory Values 
In order to get an overview on how the Gothenburg factory are working with certain areas and 

how well the employees grade this work, a table has been conducted in order to get an overlook 

on which areas that possibly needs improvements and which already works excellent. Table 3 

shows the rating results – how many employees rated different grades in each 6 areas. 

 
Table 3 - Grading Results 

 

Table 4 - Rating Average/ Mean Score 

Area / Function Rating average / Mean score per area 

Effective Production Development 3,46 

Clear Organizational Structure 3,53 

Resourceful and Efficient Network 3,46 

Effective Production 2,66  

Strong Competence 4,16  

Available Meetings Arenas 3,25 

Total = 3,42 
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Table 4 shows the mean rating average on each area- These results show a variation width of; 

1,5 and an overall mean score of 3,42.  The numbers that have the largest distribution from the 

overall mean score are marked in red.  

2,66 < 3,42  3,42 -2,66 = 0,76 

4,16 > 3,42  4,16 – 3,42 = 0,74 

These values indicate that the results in these areas differ from the other 4 with more than half 

of the variation width in each direction and are furthermore the most differentiating.  

 

Effective and efficient production development responses: 4 employees states that this area 

can be divided into 2 different functions; effective and efficient production development within 

factory Gothenburg and in the Design Office. Within the factory function, an employee 

working in the Design Office believes that the world-class project is one example of a 

production development taking place right now, that other factories would have a hard time to 

implement and apply in comparison with the Gothenburg factory. The factory manager 

explains that the main goal with the project is to increase output and lower costs in order to 

become more flexible and customer focused instead of having a mass serial production with 

scale economy volumes. “We have to meet customer demands at the same time as we decrease 

costs and increase our competitiveness” (Factory manager, 2017)  Furthermore the manager 

states that multiple external units are located here which means that this tends to reflect on the 

capability of executing effective production development.  

 

Clear Organizational Structure responses: The interviewees did not have a lot of input or 

thoughts in this area. One employee expresses concern regarding too many implementations 

and changes within the organizational structure in a short period of time. 

 

Resource efficient and effective Network: This area is viewed differently by different 

departments. Furthermore this may lead to difficulties to generalize an overall conclusion. 

 

Effective and efficient Production: This function was positioned far below average with a 

mean score of 2,66. Only one employee graded a 4. Six of fifteen employees explained that the 

Gothenburg factory is currently performing operationally poor, due to new technology 

implementations, which affects the overall capacity and efficiency. One employee stationed in 

the Design Office, explains the issue as some machines are stagnant too often, even though the 

competence and ability to avoid these stops exists. One employee, working close to the 

production, believes that there are too many comparison and focus on numbers; utilization, 

overall capacity and so on. Furthermore that these numbers does not show the whole picture; 

“It’s very easy to judge the Gothenburg factory according to these low numbers – that we have 

lower capacity and utilization than for an example the Chinese factory. But on the other hand 

we produce higher volumes, more varieties which demand long set-up times and we also 

implement improvements in a completely different level than other factories. ”  

 

Strong Competence: This area is positioned higher than the other ones, with a mean score of 

4,16. No grade below 3 occurred. The majority of the employees felt that the Gothenburg 

factory have all the right competences and resources needed for further development for SKF. 

One employee thinks that SKF Gothenburg needs to state what competences that are needed for 

the future in order to be competitive. Five of fifteen considers the Process Development 

Department as a heavy competence source. Two employees’ further states that the Business 

Development Department contains a lot of important talent, talent that exists more than 

compared to other SKF factories business development functions. 
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Available Meeting Arena: The grade results from this area have the largest variation width; 4 

(from grade 1, to grade 5). The one employee that graded 1 discussed the inefficient meetings; 

inefficient meeting structures. The employee that graded 5, said that the proximity to every 

function and the ability to have meetings between units is a huge advantage. 
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5.2. SWOT- Analysis 
To get an overview on SKF global competitiveness and SKF Gothenburg site competitiveness 

a SWOT-Analysis was constructed, shown in Figure 2. Chapters 5.2.1. and 5.2.2.  will further 

explain the results from the SWOT-analysis. The SWOT-analysis is exclusively built on the 

case company interview results. 

 

Internal – Within SKF Gothenburg site (Site = Gothenburg Factory and the Design Office). 

External – SKF Globally: All SKF Factories. 

 

 

 
Helpful Harmful 

In
te

rn
al

 

Strenghts 

 Employee competence and 

qualification. 

 Proximity to Design Office, HQ and 

other external working units. 

 Process development and business 

development is located in Gothenburg 

factory and has more employees and 

competence than other factories. 

 Manufacture the entire product-range 

in the SKF catalogue, medium & large 

bearings. 

 High and advanced technical 

production processes.  

 Possibilities to produce special 

designed products - special requests. 

 Capability and competence to adapt 

production systems according to a 

high variety of products. 

 High expectations and strict follow-

ups. 

 Customer focus – Sale. 

 Long plant and factory history - 

experience. 

 

Weeknesses 

 Slow response time to customer inquiries – 

6 months.   

 A well-established historical trademark 

and position leads to comfortable 

employees. 

 The global development for SKF factories 

within self-aligning bearings is 

“established” in Gothenburg, the cost is 

put on factory Gbg – They aid other 

factories without 

payment/acknowledgement. 

 Inefficient manufacturing – low capacity 

and high scrap rate in some manufacturing 

plants. 

 High price. 

 Lack of competence in the area – Heavy 

automated manufacturing & IT.  

 High expectations and strict follow-ups – 

eye of attention. 

 Appearance faults in bearings. 

 

E
x
te

rn
al

 

Opportunities 

 High product quality – performance. 

 Well-established product and strong 

trademark -Trustworthy and 

experienced supplier. 

 Capability to provide customers with 

service and support and to guide them 

to the right product. 

 Wide range of different products – not 

only bearings. 

 Possibilities to produce special 

designed products - special requests. 

 Well-established global retail, 

distribution and sale network.  

 Central warehouses – short lead-time. 

 

Threats 

 High price. 

 High competition worldwide. 

 Competitors’ product design and quality is 

as much appealing as SKF products or 

even more appealing- to a lower price. 

 Slow product development. 

 Slow internal collaboration between SKF 

sites. 

 Lack of competence in manufacturing IT.  

 

 

Figure 2 - SWOT Analysis - SKF Strengths and weaknesses 
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5.2.1. SKF Global Competitiveness – External opportunities and threats 

Quality dimensions and Product Development 
SKF strengths, weaknesses and overall competitiveness are slightly different viewed by the 

interviewed employees at SKF Gothenburg site. 7 of 15 employees from both the Design 

Office and Gothenburg factory consider SKF as an engineering company that have competitive 

advantages in terms of different quality dimensions, It is further stated that SKF compete on 

quality and not price. “There have been a lot of studies where you ask customers and ourselves, 

how they and we experience SKF. Something that always appears as our advantage in 

comparison to our competitors is our capability to create products with high quality 

performance” (Business Development Department, 2017). Furthermore, these quality 

dimensions are not only stated as in terms of product quality and performance, but quality as 

the customers’ whole experience. In which 3 out of 15 also expresses SKF as very capable of 

providing their customers with valid and reliable customer support and service, not only after 

sale support but before sale; “We are the best to see our customer need for rotation and bearing 

solutions, also to help them to choose the right product for their specific need” (Product line, 

2017). Furthermore since SKF has employees with deep technical competence they have the 

ability to develop new innovations and products together with the customer and take on special 

orders.  7 of 15 employees believes that an additional strength for SKF is that they provide a 

wide range of different products, not only bearings but also in mechatronics and seals, whilst 

they believe that their customers have a more narrow range in their product catalogue. 

 

4 of 15 employees express concern about SKF future. They claim that SKF are living on their 

trademark and the fact that they are Swedish which later makes SKF and their employees to 

secure which slows overall development. ”SKF are supposed to be the undisputed leader, but I 

don’t feel that we are. I think we have seen ourselves as the obvious market leader as we once 

were. But if we won’t continuously work on our trademark and position we will lose 

customers.”(Product line, 2017) 2 out of 15, both working in the Product Line, even feel that 

the statement about SKF good quality in comparison to their competitors is not completely 

accurate. “Our competitors are producing products that almost have the same quality as ours, to 

a completely different and lower price.”(Product line, 2017) 3 out of these 4 think that SKF fall 

behind in terms of development. They believe that SKF is progressing as in the past and that 

their competitors are on the run to pass them. One of the interviewed doesn’t want to express 

his thoughts on SKF global competitiveness hence he feels that all the SKF factories around the 

globe has completely different strengths and weaknesses and cannot be combined as a whole. 

Global network and proximity to customers 
8 out of 15 employees feel that one of SKF strong advantages is the well-established global 

distribution and sale network. ”SKF is an incredible engineering company, with a deep 

technical competence which is geographically distributed all around the globe - for achieving a 

close relationship to our customers” (Quality Department, 2017). The fact that SKF is divided 

in sale companies and factories means that they can easily provide the world with products, and 

get a closer relationship to their customers. One employee in Business Development expresses 

benefits for SKF having central, regional and local warehouses all around the globe. This 

means that SKF can quickly deliver products to their customer, even if the customer is located 

in a small town far away from large cities.  Additionally since SKF has been in the market for 

about 100 years, they have managed to build a strong and reliable network of retailers. This 

network makes SKF a trustworthy and experienced supplier and customer’s gains trust for SKF 

products and services. 
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Environment 
The factory manager believes that SKF is a caring company, especially regarding 

environmental issues, but in comparison to SKF competitors he is uncertain if SKF is unique in 

this area. 

 

5.2.2. SKF Factory Gothenburg Competitiveness – Internal Strengths and Weaknesses 

 

Proximity to development departments and HQ 

13 of 15 employees think that it is an advantage that SKF factory Gothenburg has proximity to 

both product development/engineering office, to the head-quarter (HQ) and other global units.  

“We have a strategic important location here in Gothenburg. The other units, like the Design 

Office and HQ are located here and we are the largest site.”(Factory Management, 2017). 

Furthermore the factory manager says that the largest business development unit is located in 

the Gothenburg factory and those other units outside the factory, like the Design Office, 

collaborates with them in different projects. Both employees from the Gothenburg factory and 

the product development office consider this proximity as an advantage for the factory since 

they have an ability to have a closer relationship and better communications. “Gothenburg is 

the developments center for new products especially within the SRB products. We have 

proximity to HQ and to the product development office and process development department 

and so on. It’s easy to try new things here due to this proximity. That’s how we want it to be 

and that’s how we consciously promote ourselves.”(Quality Department, 2017).  

High competence level – High price 
All of the 15 interviewees believe that the Gothenburg site possess huge competence and 

knowledge and that this one of the main drivers for the overall SKF global developments. This 

is partly due to the fact that all of the important global units are located here.  It is stated that 

the Gothenburg factory is dealing with global development issues in a greater extent than the 

other SKF factories that produces same bearing types - in the same “cluster”. “The Gothenburg 

factory has been more or less like a debugging unit. For an example, when new production 

techniques is implemented it usually takes place here. This obviously drives the whole SKF 

forward and not only the Gothenburg factory. This technique is later implemented in other SKF 

factories” (Maintenance, 2017). Four employees state that the “World Class project” that is 

taking place right now in the Gothenburg factory, is such an example.   

 

The interview results also indicate that the majority of the employees interviewed has a long 

(3-5 years) university education and long work experience within SKF. Furthermore the 

majority of the employees interviewed had worked in SKF longer than 10 years. four of 15 

employees, working with process development and in the Design Office, believe that SKF 

globally and the SKF factory Gothenburg should increase the competence level in heavy 

automation technique and IT. This is stated as a competence area which is crucially needed in 

the future in order for SKF to stay competitive. “When we implement and set up new IT 

solutions in Gothenburg, operations disruptions occur due to network error. Our competitors 

rather raise their IT solutions instead. We will need high competence in maintenance and 

service in order to solve these problems. “(Engineering and Development Department, 2017)  

 

Some of the employees express a concern about the Gothenburg factory increase in price, 

which they also believe is connected to the high competence in the Gothenburg site and the 

proximity to all the external global units. “We have huge competence and knowledge here in 

Gothenburg, and therefore we have the ability to approach more advanced and specialized 

cases. The factory unfolds a negative development in cost, additionally the decrease in volume 
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is hard to compensate. This also depends on the competence and the resources that are located 

here. This means that in the end the Gothenburg factory will assist the other SKF factories with 

this knowledge that enhances SKF global development, and the Gothenburg factory will pay 

for it.”(Controlling Department, 2017). Some employees explain that the cost situation will 

make it difficult for SKF, mainly SKF factory Gothenburg, to compete in the future. The 

employees explain the situation as SKF Gothenburg gets a lot of critique and questions from 

customers regarding why they are so expensive. “It becomes rather obvious that we are 

expensive since we are supposed to support and provide all the SKF factories with our 

competence, processes and solutions” (Controlling Department, 2017). 

Wide range in production 
7 of 15 employees think that one asset for the Gothenburg factory is that they produce 

everything within medium and large bearing types. ”Gothenburg has no gap in their 

assortment, within medium and large bearing types - There are no bearing that another factory 

manufacture that Gothenburg doesn’t”. (Product line, 2017). “Other factories might have the 

bottom of the manufacturing pyramid; in Gothenburg we manufacture both the bottom and the 

top of the pyramid” (Business development, 2017) 

 

7 employees don’t mention this broad product range in production. One of the controllers 

thinks that SKF should specialize their assortment instead of becoming too broad and 

unfocused. That SKF should focus on its core competence; bearing solutions. He further 

explains that he is rather uncertain regarding the fact that the Gothenburg factory should have 

this central and broad function in the future, hence if they become increasingly specialized they 

will have to drop this central role. 

Customer Relations - Inquiries and lead times 
5 of 15 employees, 2 from the Design Office and 3 from Business Development, believe that 

the lead-time is too long when dealing with customer inquiries and demand. “Our customers 

are increasingly telling us that our competitors are faster when deciding if this product is 

possible to approach and produce or not. The customer perspective is not considered as 

important as it should and therefore we lose customers trust” (Business Developer, 2017). 

Some employees think that factory Gothenburg has no sense of urgency in many matters. “SKF 

Gothenburg has got some attitude that they can just say ‘no’ and put off things – but that’s not 

possible anymore. SKF Gothenburg is not as secure as they used to be. The mindset of ‘this 

factory has always been here and will continue to be’ is a dangerous way of thinking.”(Product 

line, 2017). Furthermore 6 of 15 employees think that this mindset contributes to a secure and 

slow overall working environment in the Gothenburg factory. One employee in Business 

Development says that SKF factory Gothenburg should be better in terms of assigning 

resources when really needed, that some large projects need to be prioritized directly and not be 

taken for granted, in order to meet customer demands. 

 

Some employees indicate that the overall customer relationship and the way that different 

sales-departments act towards customers differ between different SKF factories, and that this 

connects to factory competence. They also state that Gothenburg is better than other, newly 

developed SKF factories, in this matter. Furthermore they believe that this is connected to 

Gothenburg high competence and experience. 

 

Quality 

As stated before, the majority of employees believe that SKF is competing on quality; both 

product quality and the overall customer experience – service, support etc. The majority of the 

interviewees believe that SKF factory Gothenburg is competitive in terms of quality, in 
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comparison to the other factories that produces same product types. They believe that this is 

partly due to the immense competence and heavy resources located in Gothenburg. “In 

Gothenburg we have a high qualitative hardening process. Steel becomes very hard and 

therefore our bearings can deal with high load and pressure during a long period of time. We 

have a premium assortment in SRB bearings with the highest quality“(Business Development, 

2017). 6 of 15 interviewees, employees within Design Office, Quality and Manufacturing 

Department, states that SKF Gothenburg might partly be losing their competitiveness in 

product quality. “Visual abnormalities on our products are highly discussed right now. A 

situation where a bearing works as intended but looks a bit weird. Our customers then get a 

feeling that ‘this bearing are lacking in terms of quality performance due to weird visual 

marks.’, when it actually doesn’t affect quality at all.” (Quality Department, 2017) The 

manufacturing manager states that their competitors are on the run to pass them in product 

appearance. “It may not mean that their product is better than ours, but we have to be able to 

explain to our customers why our product is more expensive and ‘uglier’” (E-Factory Manager, 

2017) She also explains that they are receiving a lot of reclaims and complaints from their 

customers at the moment. When comparing the different SKF factories within same product 

types, one employee from Product Line don’t believe that SKF Gothenburg has better quality 

than other factories, even if that’s how the Gothenburg factory want to appoint themselves. 

 

5 of 15 thinks that the Design Office in Gothenburg does not deliver as intended, stated as 

“broken promises” and that instead of creating new innovative bearings, they remake the same 

products all the time.  

High Expectations and Strict follow-ups 
The Factory Manager explains that the Gothenburg site is always in spotlight, since they 

produce internationally important assortment for SKF. SKF Gothenburg is more of a storefront 

and when new processes, techniques, functions and products are implemented, this often occurs 

in the Gothenburg Factory. He further believes that this is because they have a proximity to 

heavy resources, high competence, more employees and that they have a strategically important 

location in Gothenburg. It is therefore easier for HQ and other external units to maintain a good 

overview on projects when it’s implemented in Gothenburg. This also means that employees 

from the factory and other units don’t have to travel every other week to another factory. “You 

often put things and implement them here because the feeling of control increases” (Business 

Development, 2017). 

 

5.3. SKF Gothenburg factory goals  
This chapter explains the interviewees’ expectations and goals of the Gothenburg Factory’s. 

This includes their objectives and goal anticipation about SKF Gothenburg future. 

 

What emerged in these interviews was that the goal objectives are rather widespread. One 

employee working with process development says that the goal of the Gothenburg factory is to 

become a designated main factory. The legality arising out of the 15 interviews is that 5 

employees mention that the goal of the Gothenburg factory is to become recognized as the best 

SKF factory. Four of 15 interviewees expressed that their goal of the Gothenburg factory is to 

be knowledge carriers/center. The SKF factory in Gothenburg shall obtain and acquire 

expertise and excellence. 

 

Furthermore, the manufacturing manager views other goals for the factory which are to 

increase the business while being competitive. An employee working with process 

development mention that the aim of the plant is to be the best innovation and implementation 
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factory; "To always deliver the right product, to the right price, to the right place and that we 

have an active customer and supplier interaction". Two employees believe that not every 

employee working in the factory are aware of the factory goals or that they do not understand 

them. One employee who works in the Design Office believes that the objective must be 

clearer and with an integrated approach in order to achieve the future goals. 

 

The employees working in the Design Office focused more on enhancing the objectives of their 

own business, since they are separated from the factory.  These employees state that their goal 

is to produce products that are easy for customers and vendors to work with. Another more 

global objective for the design office is that SKF must have an attractive range of stock. 

Furthermore that it is necessary to manufacture products where they fit.  

 

5.4.  Launch Site 
 

In this chapter the interviewees’ thoughts on being an appointed as a strategic plant with a 

significant factory role as a launch site/ lead factory or core plant is presented. Furthermore 

the underlying reason for wanting to become appointed is exposed.  

5.4.1. Global Development and increasing costs  
All the employees agree that the Gothenburg factory has a more expensive product than other 

SKF factories and their competitors. However, all employees claim that a large part of the 

product cost is the cost for the global development and the implementation of new 

technologies, taking place in the Gothenburg factory. This global development benefits the 

entire SKF group and is showing negative on their own results. The cost is mainly in the shape 

of man hours when operators are sent to their subsidiaries in other countries to build new 

factories, machines and production systems. Also processes, tools and templates that is created 

by employees in the Gothenburg factory is later used globally by other factories. An example 

of this type of cost is mentioned by the factory manager; "When we build a new factory or line 

in for an example China, we'll build it just the way we built it here, in other words – we 

develop technologies and processes which are later transferred to other factories. It is not 

acknowledged in any way, but we make a channel and a solution for products, and pay for it 

here. When the channel is proved to be good and useful it's later copy-pasted to other 

factories". All SKF factories are measured the same way; performance and cost, this entails 

costs of a site distributed to all bearings (pure cost / kg produced layers). Therefore, the 

Gothenburg factory always results in a higher manufacturing cost due to, among other things, 

their global development. "We are therefore always uphill in terms of our cost" (Business 

Development, 2017). 

5.4.2. Definition 
In order to use the right definition suited for the situation at SKF, employees were asked to 

discuss different terms and words that could be used by SKF in the future if the factory would 

be acknowledged for their work with SKF global development. 
 

Core plant is a word that is viewed and defined differently by the employees. One employee 

working in the business development department believes that terms such as; mother plant or 

launch site are the best words to use when defining the Gothenburg factory, since the words are 

least comprehensive and sensitive in regards to other factories. The factory in Gothenburg is 

the first factory, SKF was founded in Gothenburg and therefore also the mother. Launch site is 

a term that is proposed by the Factory Manager to be most suiting since the factory is usually 

used as a pilot plant. 
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Another employee working with process development believes that the term Core Plant is the 

right expression to describe all the different parts that the concept entails. These three elements 

should include operational, pilot plant and a degradation part. The amount of resources and 

expertise needed of each part shall be based on what the factory is a core plant within. 

5.4.3. The meaning and implication for SKF Factory Gothenburg to be 
appointed as a launch site 

As a Core Plant/Launch Site/Lead Factory the Gothenburg factory could be more than just 

knowledge carriers for the bearings SRB (Spherical roller bearings).  One employee believes 

that the plant would be able to benefit the entire SKF group by being responsible for processing 

all customer information used for the development of processes and additionally work with 

supplier development globally. Gothenburg factory would in that case collect input from the 

operating elements and form a spider network of expertise and information dissemination. 

(Engineering and Development Department, 2017) 

 

"If we become a appointed core plant we would work more with projects, not because it is most 

important in our own agenda but because it is important for the entire SKF group. As today, we 

are pursuing what is most important for us in Gothenburg and the finance and economic 

benefits is focused to our own advantages" (Factory Manager, 2017). Another employee 

considers the responsibility of a core plant should be to implement new technology and be 

responsible for support and export – a core plant that could help and aid other factories 

(Engineering and Development Department, 2017). The employees view on the responsibilities 

of a core plant differs, especially what this would exactly imply for the Gothenburg Factory. 

However 8 of 15 are arguing that the Gothenburg factory would need a clear specification of 

requirements of their responsibilities. In addition to such requirements there should be more 

strict follow-ups of the achieved results. Additionally these employees argue that the possible 

resources provided must be funded by global development and not by the Gothenburg factory. 

A core plant can take ownership of the cost issue by constantly analyzing deviations from 

product cost thus work more dynamically with the product price (Engineering and 

Development Department, 2017).  

5.4.4. Practical Structures and Standards  
Among the employees, there are some who have ideas about how the organization could be 

structured. For an example, the Factory Manager is one of many who believe that the cost in 

global development in Gothenburg should be financed on a global and centralized level to be 

further spread to other factories. The cost for each factory could be founded on the size of each 

plant or how much resources they use of the factory Gothenburg (Factory Manager, 2017). 

Since the Gothenburg factory is measured in the same way as other SKF factories, although 

global development for the SKF group is taking place, it is important to build a management 

model that shows "the degradation part". The core plant is a pilot until the project is finished 

and later transferred operationally. At that point the former development costs is passed to the 

actual product cost (Engineering and Development Department, 2017) 

 

As mentioned above, 8 of 15 employees thinks that a Core Plant have more demands and 

requirements than other plants. An employee working in business development believes that a 

great disadvantage is that the Gothenburg Factory does not have the exact track of how many 

hours and resources that is spent on global development. This would be something that needs to 

be measured but multiple employees consider this as negative; "Having to report every hour 

spent would be uninspiring and inhibit the entire SKF" (Business Development, 2017). 
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Intra-Firm Network collaborations 

12 of 15 employees indicate that different SKF factories collaborate today. The factories within 

the same cluster cooperate more (Hannover, Luton, Gothenburg, Dalian, Malaysia). 5 

employees further states that historically the Gothenburg site has aided other factories more 

than vice versa. This help often consist of maintenance, process development and techniques 

and also training. According to one employee working with process development, currently 

there are control parameters that prevent cooperation between the factories.  

 

Employees in the Design Office explains that in their work-role they examine and focus more 

on the "manufacturing footprint" and in that sense they do not favor or consider any factory as 

superior of others. Despite this they mention that sometimes it becomes more natural to 

cooperate with the Gothenburg factory, partly due to the proximity, therefore a product is most 

likely to be produced in the Gothenburg Factory.   

 

Since the Gothenburg factory produces a high variety of bearing products, and that there is a 

proximity to functions and other external units, 9 of 15 employees believes that the Gothenburg 

factory could make all special requests and design variations on the bearings. Factory 

Gothenburg can quickly come up with new processes and spread them among factories instead 

of every factory developing it itself. "If all the factories had their own development that did all 

this, it would have taken much longer. We are huge and in a completely different level of 

maturity "(Engineering and Development Department, 2017). 3 of 15 employees thinks a core 

plant should have the ability to produce prototypes of various products and processes (Business 

Development, 2017). 

5.4.5. Future improvements  
It is stated by multiple employees, as a core plant the factory should be required to work as a 

role model for other SKF factories. In China a great hunger exists for working and growing, in 

order to get rid of bad reputations. This continuous drive for development, improvements and 

cost reductions create competitive obstacles for European factories (Manufacturing, 2017). 

Furthermore this entails that the Gothenburg Factory has to start optimizing costs in absurdity 

The Gothenburg Factory needs to be faster and bolder. It is crucial to be able to follow and 

adapt to the market and not only fall for standards (Business Development, 2017). 

 

6 of 15 employees has mentioned that the Gothenburg Factory needs to be more clear about the 

objective and goal so that each employee becomes a part of the community and feel ownership 

of the product and the results. One employee thinks that the office employees have a good 

knowledge and understanding regarding factory goals and objectives. Furthermore this differs 

when getting closer to production and approaches an operational level; it can be difficult for 

operators to understand why they should do as ordered and what it means for the factory 

(Manufacturing, 2017). The entire Gothenburg factory also needs to become more familiar with 

every employees specific roles. Senior managers and operators need to have a deeper 

understanding for each other and how they think (Engineering and Development Department, 

2017). 2 employees state the Lean-concept as a possible solution for dealing with this problem. 

Both express that they lack good knowledge within the area and one employee is very 

supportive of benchmarking other companies in order to evolve SKF (Manufacturing, 2017). 

As stated before, multiple employees also feel that improvements in Manufacturing IT should 

be made, in order for SKF Gothenburg to meet future requirements as a core/lead plant. 
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5.4.6. Advantages and Disadvantages 

Advantages and Benefits 
- Global gain 

As previously mentioned, there are some expectations of the Gothenburg factory that do not 

cover other SKF factories. This leads to some ambivalence in roles and role structures which 

also lead to great frustration among employees at the Gothenburg factory. Currently the global 

development driven by the employees at the Gothenburg factory gets “copy-paste” to other 

factories, without any acknowledgement of the immense effort in work achievements and the 

meaning for the entire SKF Group. Furthermore the payment for these developments and 

implementations is put on Gothenburg.  11 of 15 employees’ state that an acknowledgement as 

a core plant would improve the feeling of ownership for the employees and that they feel 

included and important for SKF global development – which creates motivation, which is 

currently stated as missing. "Becoming a core plant will lead to account about the responsibility 

we have and thus put pressure on us to deliver what is expected" (Engineering and 

Development Department, 2017). Furthermore, this ownership will lead factory Gothenburg as 

a core plant taking priorities of product lines, requests and wishes of the other plants but also 

the management team (Business Development, 2017). 

 

- Economic benefit 

A total of 11 out of 15 employees only sees benefits with the Gothenburg factory being 

appointed as a core plant, not only for the factory in Gothenburg but SKF worldwide. The 

advantage that most often is mentioned is about gaining acceptance for factory Gothenburg 

managing global development and that they therefore should be compensated for this. One 

employee in the Business Development Department mention that the factory could more 

openly say that they are working on strategic progress of work for the entire SKF. For example, 

“An SAP implementation that takes place at the factory Gothenburg right now that costs a lot 

of money for the factory Gothenburg and then painlessly will be implemented at the remaining 

factories globally” (Factory Manager, 2017). An employee believes that an appointment as a 

core plant would lead to lower costs because the Gothenburg factory then must set a good 

example and that the cost would need to be made visible in a greater degree (Business 

Development, 2017). Two employees at the Design Office that are negative about the 

appointment as a core plant believe that this would lead to a greater lethargy and laziness. The 

factory would get more comfortable and therefore they would not work as hard as they should 

hence they would already have the title- core plant.  

 

- Competence and expertise development 

When the Gothenburg factory develop and test new machines and processes for the entire SKF 

group, they do this not only because of expectations from the board members but also because 

of the development of their own skills. For example, when the Gothenburg factory tests 

equipment for a new factory they can later buy sharper machines for themselves with the skills 

and experience as the basis. (Business Development, 2017) One of the employees mentioned 

that "We see that a long-term strategy to keep production in Gothenburg is that we have that 

role. "(Quality Department, 2017)  

Challenges and Disadvantages 
All products within SKF are important because of their customers, but internationally the 

Gothenburg factory has a very important product collection - which increases the overall plant 

focus. 6 of 15 workers mention that western factories are becoming more monitored, and 

therefore are more strictly following directives. Factories that aren’t in this spotlight, can focus 
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their work on their own factory and their own specific benefits (Factory Management, 2017). 

The fact that other factories are not as highly monitored, has also led to a poor collaboration 

culture, other factories will take support without acknowledging it. In some situations, factories 

act like they are so much better in terms of costs and lead times, but behind these 

achievements, other factories – like Gothenburg, is the foundation for this. They have provided 

these factories with support, training, service and also been developing their manufacturing 

techniques and solutions. (Engineering and Development Department, 2017). Although SKF is 

one group and cooperate on many levels, several employees can discern the fact that different 

SKF factories compete. This has shown itself in such a way that some companies use support 

from the factory in Gothenburg but do not mention this to management. They may later receive 

positive feedback from management after they demonstrated that they have a lower cost than 

the Gothenburg factory. This means that the Gothenburg factory instead will receive negative 

feedback for being more expensive (Engineering and Development Department, 2017).  

 

As previously mentioned, 11 of 15 employees are positive to the idea of the Gothenburg 

factory being appointed as a core plant in some areas; however, 3 of these 15 believe that there 

may be a political sensitivity to the issue. As the factory manager mention; "Both I and my 

boss are both completely on this, but it's more: How do we sell this in a sensible way? Most 

people are all about the idea but it requires great care when launching the idea (Factory 

Management, 2017). One employee in the Design Office expresses; "I would probably not have 

Gothenburg as a core plant, seen from the eyes of the Design Office. It commits to Gothenburg 

standing above other factories, something that does not support our beliefs. Every factory 

should have same opportunities" (Design Office, 2017). People working with Process 

development believes that it is important not to “step on any toes” and not to claim that the 

Gothenburg factory is better but rather to demonstrate the Gothenburg factory as a network 

leader. "The factory has a long history in some areas, which means we have more knowledge 

and structure to handle certain types of questions, but additionally we also have a greater 

responsibility to scan and identify potentials and what it means. If you have more knowledge 

you have greater opportunities to identify how an innovation implementation should be done. 

One employee working with process development states; “We should work as a support 

function for other factories, and retrieve knowledge and information from other satellites". 

Another employee at business development believes that it is important to get input from other 

factories to take advantage of each other, to eliminate the feeling of" us and them "and to create 

a unit (Business Development, 2017). 

 

11 of 15 employees do not believe that it will be difficult or sensitive between factories if the 

Gothenburg factory was appointed as core plant and most believe that it is more about 

formalizing what the factory already do. One of these employees believes that the competition 

will be reduced if the Gothenburg factory is seen as a core plant and that the cooperation will 

increase. "It is very important that SKF sites look different in order to achieve economies of 

scale. All plants cannot be knowledge leader. It is easier to learn from each other if we are 

different" (Product Development Office, 2017). Four of 15 interviewees mentioned that the 

workforce in Scandinavia is expensive. This may be a major drawback for a future core plant 

and that this might bring some difficulty to gain acceptance that it is factory Gothenburg who 

shall be first with launches (Engineering and Development Department, 2017). The factory 

manager is 1 of 2 employees who has another thought which is that when new technology is 

introduced, the cost of the staff will not differ in the future. Digitization and automation will 

lead to it not being more expensive to produce in the Nordic countries than in for example 

China that today has cheap labor. Another factor is that the cost of labor in China and India will 

increase and that there will be a breaking point in the future (Factory Manager, 2017). 
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5.5.  SKF Asian Plants: External views  
 

This chapter includes interview results and conclusions from employees in other SKF factories 

than the Gothenburg site,, located in Asia. The employees are two factory managers working in 

the Dalian and Ahmedabad plants. These plants produce similar bearing products as the 

Gothenburg factory and are under the same SKF cluster. These interviews was made by the 

“CORE-Plant Excellence”- project; the universities and the scientists involved. 

 

Dalian Plant (China)  
The Dalian site is the largest plant in China with a total number of 600 employees. Dalian 

produces medium and large size bearings, which is distributed to two factories; established 

2006 and 2011. (SKF, 2017) Dalian is more or less an internal customer to the Gothenburg 

factory since Dalian purchase components from Gothenburg, also from other European SKF 

factories (Dalian Factory Manager, 2016).  

 

Ahmedabad Plant (India) 

In 2009 SKF decided to open a manufacturing plant in Ahmedabad, India. The plant would 

produce large size bearings/wind products. Employees from an example the Gothenburg 

factory came to Ahmedabad to help establish and build the plant. Some Gothenburg employees 

stayed many years, due to the fact that these employees had strong competence and could help 

coordinating the management and production of the Ahmedabad plant. Even though they might 

have needed even more help, the Gothenburg factory couldn’t provide this. (Ahmedabad 

Factory Manager, 2016) 

 

SKF intra-firm cooperation 

The Ahmedabad factory manager expresses that working with the Gothenburg site is much 

easier than working with Germany or Italy. He further states that the internal competition is 

different depending on factory; the Gothenburg factory has more of an “everyone together” – 

feeling. He thinks that Gothenburg is most willing to share and also the easiest plant to work 

with. Considering this aspect, SKF Gothenburg factory is the best factory suited for being a 

core/lead plant – they have a global view instead of local view. The Dalian factory manager has 

another view to the collaboration and relationship with the Gothenburg factory. He says that 

the Dalian and Gothenburg factory becomes competitive since they deliver to the same 

customer which leads to bad internal customer focus. Furthermore, since the Gothenburg 

factory is a supplier to Dalian, he states that the customer treatment from Gothenburg is not the 

same as to an external customer. 

 

The Ahmedabad factory manager explains that there are no routines or practices today, when 

collaborating with other plants, but it should be a necessity of having routine practices for this; 

“See it like how a mother cares for her child- you want to ensure that all the knowledge, 

information and competence is there so that the child could manage on its own.” 

 

Strategic roles and thoughts on the lead factory-concept 

The factory manager of the Ahmedabad factory explains the necessity of having a 

committee/team of people that understand the footprint and the meaning of being a core 

plant/lead factory. This should be situated on a central level and in a crew level. For an 

example when the Gothenburg factory wants to collaborate and connect with the Dalian 

factory, core nodes and abilities could be identified and could work in order to support the 

collaboration further, otherwise the risk will be that only the top management will understand it 

and none of the other employees. He further states that if one plant should be a core/lead plant, 
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a clear structure has to be organized. Structures on how this plant should support other plants, 

where the plant and its employees are able to function and furthermore what kind of knowledge 

and competence is required for this task. He further believes that responsibilities as a core/lead 

plant should be to drive the product development and innovation along with different 

application and innovation activities, also to support other factories. He thinks that one 

challenge with this role is getting people interested and motivated to do this work. Further 

communication between top management and employees is crucial for dealing with this role, 

since the absence of information means that people create their own opinion. 

 

The factory manager for the Dalian Factory states that there might be an issue with having one 

core/lead plant in the long-term; in regards to customer focus. It is important to consider the 

real customer needs, the requirements and respect of the customer. He further thinks that by 

having one development center only located in one country the service will suffer speed 

efficiency problems – lack of swift, quick responses and adaptabilities to customer demand that 

lead to slow processes and a loss in competitive advantages. He further states that the speed in 

Asia/China is much faster than in Europe; lead times, although this leads to unstable planning 

processes and forecasts. The Gothenburg factory has problems with fulfilling market demands 

in terms of long lead times. 

 

The Dalian factory manager thinks of the Gothenburg site as the master location in Europe – 

the self-aligning product center. A great amount of education of Dalian employees occurs in 

the Gothenburg site, he states that they get a lot of support in terms of training and education 

from the Gothenburg site. He further says that he could consider the Gothenburg site as a 

core/lead plant for their product types since Gothenburg has very stable processes, good 

product development and skilled peopled and advanced machines and techniques. He also 

expresses a concern about the global economy drop; the prices in Europe increases which 

affects the European SKF factories; price increase, slow communication and long lead times.  
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6. Benchmarking study – AstraZeneca  
 

In this chapter the results from the benchmarking company is presented. The result is a 

summary of the interview performed at AstraZeneca with two employees. All the results 

presented are gathered from these two employees interviewed.  

 

The benchmarking results start with a company introduction and background, followed by a 

description on how AstraZeneca Södertälje became a launch site and their collaboration with 

other AstraZeneca sites and functions. Finally the terms and conditions for being a launch site 

are described along with the current economic situation and distribution.  

 

6.1. Company introduction and background 
AstraZeneca is a large pharmaceutical company of Swedish-Brittish origin with 29 sites 

geographically distributed around the world and a total of 60 000 employees. By being active 

in approximately 100 countries implies the company extensive customer reach which results in 

an annual turnover of 25 billion dollar. The largest site is located in Södertälje in Sweden and 

produces 40% of company total production. The Södertälje site is an appointed launch site for 

some products produced in their facilities. The company has one global/central R&D unit 

located in Mölndal in Gothenburg that focus on the company core activity – to develop new 

pharmaceuticals.  

 

AstraZeneca produces drugs within three different areas whereas the main focus is to become a 

world-lead supplier; Heart /vascular, respiratory and oncology drugs. The company had a 

broader product range before - many products in multiple different areas and additionally the 

company did not have deep and focused skill in any area but more broadly distributed. The 

choice was to become more narrowed and specialized – which proved to be very beneficial for 

the company.  AstraZeneca decided to sell off products that didn’t correspond to these new 

focus areas and decided invest in more advanced competencies and products. 

 

6.2. Cooperation between AstraZeneca subsidiaries and functions 
AstraZeneca has approximately 30 different pharmaceutical products. The Södertälje site 

produces four out of ten of the most important products and is involved in 9 of 12 of new 

product launches that are planned. As a launch site, the responsibility of the Södertälje site is to 

launch new products or product variants developed by the R&D function. This demands a close 

collaboration between Sweden Operations in Södertälje (AstraZeneca Operations Sweden) and 

the R&D site in Mölndal, this contact is called “pilot plant”. The contact is not physical but 

rather virtual like a meeting arena. Discussions regarding; how to scale production and 

customize technology are just a few examples of decisions that need to be discussed before 

implementations.  

 

The Södertälje site collaborates mainly with the R&D function located in Mölndal. Behind all 

new products there are a project organization existing of a cross-functional team of developers 

and employees from operations. The collaboration will result in a smooth product 

implementation at the launch site. When the launch has been successful the product can 

sometimes later be moved to another site in order to be produced in higher volumes, in that 

case the product becomes a “transfer”. The decision when creating a transfer is made by the 

Supply Chain function, which is an external function that has a central and global role. The 

choice of where to put production is therefore a supply chain decision.  The decision where to 

transfer a product is made with regards to different criteria’s, such as; proximity to the market 

and market demand, market growth, product size and high volumes or simply due to that one 
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site has reached the maximum capacity. A product can also be transferred to reduce the risks by 

having all production in one place. When managing a transfer a project management is created 

that has the responsibility to examine possibilities of this transfer and to further investigate the 

structure. One project management unit is created in the sending unit and one in the receiving 

unit in order to facilitate the transfer. 

 

Since the Södertälje site is the largest site, the possession of high competence at the site implies 

that employees can be sent to different sites for helping establishing new processes or 

techniques. Even if AstraZeneca produces various different products, their processes is 

basically the same which means that existing employees can be sent to deal with other products 

that they are not usually involved with.  This means that AstraZeneca can use the competence 

available instead of hiring new employees or temporary workforce, which creates a huge 

advantage for having a launch site where the competence is available. Furthermore this 

generates pressure on establishing structures and to continuously standardize processes. 

 

6.3. Launch site 
The AstraZeneca Södertälje site has been a launch site for some of the company products since 

2015. As appointed launch site the Södertälje site is the first to start manufacturing a new 

product or a new product variant. This does not include all of the products manufactured at the 

site. The decision for making the Södertälje site a launch site was founded on different reasons; 

Sweden is considered as a fairly safe country both politically and environmentally. 

Furthermore good competence is reachable which reveals the possessions of good educations 

and the access of research hospitals. Even though Sweden is a country with high labor and 

manufacturing costs, the choice for making the Södertälje site a launch site was mainly due to 

this accessible competence and the Södertälje site history records. The Södertälje site has a 

good history with very few stock-outs and high delivery, which is one of the main reasons for 

the launch site proclamation. Even though the site today is an appointed launch site, the high 

level of delivering after launching new products or variants is still going strong, which also is 

connected with the standards and structured processes AstraZeneca has when launching. A 

launch site appointment is a proclamation that a site should deserve because of its good history 

records – the site should have proven its competence before. One example of a new product 

launch that occurred last year was made and completed in 4 hours - from launch approval to 

that the first package was produced and ready to be delivered. This tested the Södertälje sites 

ability to have good working methods and processes. All functions and departments knew their 

specific role in advance due to standardized work which resulted in efficient collaboration and 

a fast product launch. Before the process was quite the opposite – the message for approval 

came first and then the work started which furthermore resulted in longer lead times. 

 
Another condition for being a launch site is that AstraZeneca do not only have high 

competence but also that they have the capability to assign their employees with interesting and 

challenging tasks. The ability to develop competencies and workforce is mainly about letting 

the employees work with a lot of different tasks. Furthermore this attracts high competence 

workforce. 

 

When being appointed as a launch site in 2015, AstraZeneca’s second largest site in England 

had some opinions regarding the proclamations. Uncertainties regarding the meaning of 

becoming a launch site were expressed; the first thoughts were that the Södertälje site would 

take their products and move them to Sweden. This created some tensions that still exist to 

some extent. The Södertälje site handled the situation by explaining the use of the Lean-

concept and that all sites have an equal part of this appointment, the only difference was that 
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the launch process will take place at the Södertälje site. Furthermore benefits of having the 

launch site in Sweden were explained. Since one of the largest R&D function is located in 

Mölndal this would facilitate collaborations between Södertälje and Mölndal, furthermore a 

language barrier doesn’t exist. The smaller sites around the globe didn’t experience the matter 

as especially sensitive. For many it was obvious since the Södertälje site is dominant and large 

and that contains all processes; from product formulation to packing. Furthermore the 

Södertälje site can provide the whole chain and have access to good competence and 

workforce. 

 

The term; ”launch site” is considered as less politically charged by the interviewees in 

comparison to “Mother plant” or “Core plant”. The term “launch site” only indicates that the 

site will launch new products and/or variants. Other factories or sites in AstraZeneca are 

supposed to be a part of the launch in later stages and equally involved when starting to 

produce, if the decision made by the Supply Chain function is to produce these products in 

these sites. The term are not supposed to imply that the Södertälje site does the though work 

and that other sites later copy their processes, techniques and/or products without supporting 

the Södertälje site. Instead a corporation and a mutual understanding of how the corporate 

developments should be conducted and how all subsidiaries take a part and manage their role in 

the network.  

 

6.4. Economical parameters and distribution 
The Supply Chain function, a central function, makes decisions regarding launch projects and 

furthermore creates projects for launches. The project requires economical resources which 

later on fall under each site or factory. The launch site employees make cost allocations based 

on the time spent on this project. The Södertälje site used to pay for the global launch and 

development projects before, but due to the immense cost that was put on the Södertälje site 

this was changed 2 years ago. 2015, when the site became an acknowledged launch site, the 

employees started to do these follow-ups to allocate time and resources spent on each of the 

global development and launch projects. This also provides the Södertälje site with a valid 

explanation about why the site has a higher cost background.  
 

6.5. Challenges and benefits 
The main benefit of being a launch site is that the Södertälje site will always need competences 

and employees and that the site are less likely to be closed, which in turn favor the Swedish 

employees and the Swedish economy and pharmaceutical market. A challenge the site is facing 

is the pressure in the pipeline. Before there were few new products in pipeline and today there 

are too many for the employees to handle. Another challenge is to manage all the processes and 

standards and to really make sure that all employees know how it works. The global challenge 

and future for AstraZeneca is to be more specialized and to focus on the expensive products. 
 

6.6. Conditions for being an appointed launch site 

A necessity as a launch site is first and foremost to manage all the different parts that need to 

cooperate in order to maintain a good launch. For an example if a company has some sort of a 

Lean-“house” that explains how to achieve efficiency and reduction of bottlenecks, this can be 

used as a guideline for building all parts in order to achieve good launches. It can be helpful to 

divide all parts and discuss the meaning of each part and how that specific part will contribute 

to the whole picture. For an example; “what is Lean-leadership? How can we become Lean-

leaders? What do we want to achieve with becoming Lean-leaders?”.  

A launch site should also be able to deliver on time. This mirrors the site ability to keep track 

of working methods and standards which also implies the necessity of having good and clear 
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process development, management and techniques. Furthermore that it exists a clear 

understanding of the processes and about who owns them. 

 

It is of great necessity as a launch site to have skills in order to be able to scale up new 

products, whether it's a brand new product or a variant. The role as launch site is partly to have 

this competence and also to have available manufacturing facilities. The Södertälje site tries to 

use the existing equipment as far as possible when launching, in order to minimize costs and 

workforce 

 
AstraZeneca works a lot with Lean which has proven to be beneficial for the Södertälje site as 

a launch site. The Lean-work leads to routines, structures and faster lead times, which helps the 

company to deliver on time. As a launch site the mindset should always be 24 hours ahead and 

not only focus on what has already happened or what is currently happening. Furthermore the 

launch site should be a role model in terms of quality – good standards since the launch product 

might be transferred.  

 

The interviewees consider the management of processes as the number one crucial factor for 

maintaining good abilities as a launch site. To be good in the company core business and to 

have a good reputation and confidence is also of great essence for managing this role. It is 

important to be stable and to achieve that you have to have good competence within the area of 

production techniques and processes and furthermore having good management skills. 
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7. ANALYSIS 
 

The aim of this chapter is to present an analysis connected to the theoretical framework and 

empirical results from the case company and the benchmarking company. The analysis is made 

in order to distinguish differences and similarities between all gathered information to discuss 

the areas in order to generate conclusions in upcoming chapter. This chapter consists of 7 

different parts that all focus of one of the following research questions 1-7. 

 

7.1.  Research Question 1 
What is the most suiting term for a factory that launches new products and variants? What 

terms may describe the concept of a factory that launches new products and variants and 

what factors may determine the choice for the term?  

7.1.1. Different words for similar concepts 
According to Ferdows (1997b) and Deflorin et al (2010) the lead factory term indicates a 

factory that leads the global development and implementation of new processes, products and 

technologies for the whole company. The goal with this concept is to have one of the plants in 

the network to become an intermediary between R&D and the other sites (Ferdows, 1997a). A 

lead factory works close with R&D in order to facilitate knowledge transfer from exploration 

(R&D) to exploitation (production) (Deflorin, et al., 2012). The lead factory has highly skilled 

workforce and has a key role when choosing suppliers (Vereecke & Van Dierdonck, 2002). 

Several names for describing a similar concept have emerged over the years; core plant, lead 

factory, main plant and lead factory (Feldmann & Olhager, 2013; Bruch, et al., 2016; Ferdows, 

1997a). AstraZeneca in Södertälje is one example of a company with a global network that has 

adapted the term “launch site” and implemented this for a site in Södertälje. According to Pilt 

and Rådahl (2017) a launch site is responsible for implementing new products that the central 

R&D function already has developed. A launch site is later responsible for implementing new 

products – which also requires that this launch site should continuously work with developing 

processes and techniques. Ferdows (1997a) explains that a lead factory is responsible for both 

development and implementation. Since the centralized R&D function at SKF - The Design 

Office, develops new products and variants for the SKF Gothenburg factory the situation may 

be described as a mix of the two concepts- launch site and lead factory. The SKF factory in 

Gothenburg develops their processes and techniques and collaborates with the Design Office 

when developing new products or variants. Additionally, SKF Gothenburg factory are usually 

responsible for the launch and implementation of new products.  

7.1.2. Meaning and values of the terms  
The different concepts are considered as quite complex since it may entail different processes 

and tasks depending on company and company structure (Deflorin, et al., 2010). Furthermore 

the benchmarking company AstraZeneca has showed that an appointment may lead to greater 

or lesser political difficulties within the company network. Every company should choose a 

term that suits their own definition of the concept (Deflorin, et al., 2010; Ferdows, 1997b). 

Some employees at the SKF site in Gothenburg believes the most suiting term for describing 

the specific situation at SKF would be; mother plant (Business Development, 2017) and launch 

site (Factory management, 2017).  These employees believed that these terms were the least 

sensitive and politically charged and most suiting for SKF Gothenburg. On the other hand the 

Engineering and Development Department claimed that the term Core Plant would be most 

suitable and correct when describing all the different parts and how SKF Gothenburg factory 

provides with global development.  
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The interviewees in AstraZeneca considered the term ”launch site” as less politically charged 

in comparison to “Mother plant” or “Core plant”, which the employees at SKF felt were more 

accurate expressions. For the employees at AstraZeneca the term “launch site” only indicates 

that the site will launch new products and/or variants. Since the SKF Gothenburg factory does 

implement and launch new products and/or variants in their factory and later transfer these 

products to other sites, the concept that describes the situation would be “Launch Site for new 

products and variants”. Finally the SKF Gothenburg factory might be considered as a lead 

factory in terms of new processes and techniques, since the factory both develops and 

implements what later would be valuable for the entire corporation. Furthermore Gothenburg 

works as a lead factory since they work close to R&D in order to facilitate the transfer of 

exploration to exploitation. 

 

7.2. Research Question 2 
Who are the stakeholders affected by a launch site appointment?  

 

Central Development Functions 

As mentioned by Cheng et al (2011) a manufacturing network can be explained as an 

aggregation of plants located in different places. Furthermore Skinner (1964) believes that 

competitiveness is not only about achieving excellent management techniques on a factory 

level but to have an integrative strategy on a network level. The employees working at 

AstraZeneca explains that it is essential for a launch site to be able to have good management 

for handling processes, so that everyone involved are aware of the work structure and 

employee responsibilities. Skinner (1969) explains that the management for manufacturing 

strategy is crucial for optimizing single plants and factories. Ferdows (1997a) add that 

company managers should have a holistic perspective on the international plant network and 

not have a main focus on one single plant. This is further required for managing an intra-firm 

knowledge transfer and to gain advantages from the network and to further strengthen company 

position (Ferdows, 1997b).  

 

AstraZeneca explains that their Supply function is a central function that decides regarding 

launch projects and creates global projects that are partly separated from subsidiaries. 

Furthermore their R&D function in Mölndal develops new products and variants. According to 

Ferdows (1997a) the centralized functions can help a company to manage a holistic view and to 

manage a vast network and its knowledge flow, which according to Vereecke et al. (2006) is a 

crucial factor for the very existence of globalized intra-firm networks. The SKF Ahmedabad 

factory manager believes that it is necessary for a globalized company to have a 

committee/team of people that understand the company footprint and the meaning of being a 

launch site. He further explains that these people should be located both on a central level and 

on a crew level in order to manage and set clear structures and processes and to facilitate for 

collaborations. In regards to the case company interviews and observations, the R&D office 

(Design Office) in the Gothenburg site works as a centralized function. The Design Office 

develops new products and/or variants and further decides the product footprint. This means 

that this function can be seen as AstraZenecas R&D function in Mölndal, as well as their 

centralized Supply Chain function. R&D decides what and where the developed products will 

be produced. Deflorin et al (2012) states that the larger sites that possesses higher competence 

usually have a stronger relationship to R&D due to a closer collaboration because of higher 

production volumes and variants, and further becomes as a main factory. This tends to 

contradict the Gothenburg Design Office claim of treating every factory exactly equally since 

the Gothenburg factory is the predominant of its kind. Another factor that contradicts the 

equally treatment of factories is that the Gothenburg factory is located in the same site as the 
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Design Office. Due to the proximity, the Design Office usually decides to implement and 

launch new products and variants in the Gothenburg factory due to proximities. This concludes 

that one important stakeholder for a launch site appointment for SKF Factory Gothenburg is the 

R&D function – Design Office. 

 

Factory Management 

According to Slepniov et al. (2010) Core Plants or lead factories experience pressure from 

headquarters to maintain effective production development and to standardize processes. Such 

a factory or plant should also spread new knowledge to subsidiaries and assist them for 

becoming a role model for the entire network. The factory Manager at SKF Gothenburg 

expresses that SKF are always in the center of attention due to their development work for the 

entire corporation. The interviewees at AstraZeneca explain that in order to cope with the 

immense pressure for being a launch site, it is crucial to have good and stable management for 

processes. AstraZeneca further expresses the necessity for having Lean and standardized 

processes for being a launch site in order to standardize processes and manage an efficient 

flow. Krajewski et al. (2016) explains that working with Lean can also improve customer 

focus. Some SKF employees believe that SKF would need to implement more Lean in 

processes and production. The possible lack in Lean-methods might be connected with some 

employees’ statement of having slow processes in terms of inquiries, which in the end affect 

the customer impression. According to AstraZeneca, a stable management will be crucial when 

becoming an appointed launch site. This is further mirrored on how different departments 

within a factory will act.  

 

Subsidiaries within the network 

Deflorin et al. (2010) explains that a lead factory have access to information and knowledge 

and can provide other subsidiaries with training and education in order to thrive for global 

improvements. According to the SKF factory managers in Ahmedabad and Dalian, the SKF 

factory Gothenburg already supports, train and educate other factories today, which are agreed 

by employees in the Gothenburg site. Some SKF Gothenburg factory employees explain that 

the factory already works as a lead factory or launch site, but the subsidiaries don’t pay for the 

global development, that provide the whole SKF with competitive advantages. The 

AstraZeneca employees explain a similar situation when being an appointed launch site in 2015 

and add that the main difference when becoming appointed was that the other subsidiaries 

began to contribute financially for the global development. This concludes that the other SKF 

subsidiaries within the same cluster will be stakeholders for the launch site appointment due to 

the management of the economic distributions. 

 

7.3. Research Question 3 
What are the stakeholders’ expectations on a launch site?  

 

Ferdows (1997a) considers it a necessity of creating strategic roles in a global intra-firm 

network since it can provide the sites with goal focus and help to clarify roles and role 

structures. Furthermore a lead factory can work as an intermediary between factories and 

functions (Vereecke & Van Dierdonck, 2002). As stated by some SKF employees, not 

acknowledging the SKF Gothenburg factory as a launch site could create unmotivated 

employees and further make their work for the global development in areas such as; processes 

and techniques, unheard and not acknowledged. Enright and Subramanian (2007) explains that 

not acknowledging a factory that already works as a knowledge hub or intermediary, can in the 

long run limit company success, create an unwillingness to share information between 

subsidiaries and inhibit the willingness to develop future processes and techniques. The SKF 
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Gothenburg factory employees believe that an appointment as a launch site would lead to 

benefits for the whole SKF group. By having the SKF Gothenburg factory responsible for 

processing all customer information used for the development of processes/ techniques 

globally, the Gothenburg factory would collect input from the operating departments and form 

a spider network of expertise and information dissemination. Furthermore that the employees 

would feel motivated to drive the global development of processes and techniques.  

 

The AstraZeneca employees explain the situation as a launch site as having capability to assign 

their employees with interesting and challenging tasks. The ability to develop competencies 

and workforce is mainly about letting the employees work with a lot of different tasks, which 

attracts high competence workforce. Ferdows (1997b) state that a lead factory has highly 

skilled employees which are used not only to collect and analyze data for the headquarters but 

also to develop new processes and products. Some employees working in the SKF Gothenburg 

factory believes that when becoming an appointed launch site, the site will be able to attract 

highly skilled workforce. This further anticipates that the factory can achieve the launch site 

features and processes. Meijboom and Voordijk (2003) states that the risk of a lead site or 

factory being shut down is very low, due to the fact that other sites are depending on the lead 

factory to develop the company. The interviewees at AstraZeneca agrees and states that the 

Södertälje site will always need employees and competences and are less likely to be shut 

down.  

 

Ferdows (1997a) explains that an acknowledged lead factory could focus on the site core 

function as a developer for the entire corporation. The SKF Gothenburg Factory Manager is 

one of many employees that believe that an appointment as a launch site could mean that the 

Gothenburg site would work more with corporate developments for the entire SKF group. All 

the employees’ views and expectations of the Gothenburg factory as a launch site differ. Many 

employees’ claims that the factory would need a clear requirement specification and a 

clarification on launch site responsibilities. Additionally there should be more strict follow-ups 

to put pressure on the site to deliver accordingly. The factory manager in Ahmedabad also 

shares the same idea of the launch site having a specification of requirements to deliver.  

 

The interviewees at the benchmarking company describe an existence of positive attitudes 

among the employees when becoming an appointed launch site. The company became 

compensated for their global development and was measured in a different way than the other 

factories since their economic situation became drastically different. This has given the 

employees an acknowledgement for their work which has motivated them working with global 

development. The attitudes of other AstraZeneca subsidiaries were mostly positive. Employees 

working with Process Development at SKF in Gothenburg have mentioned similar thoughts 

about possible positive results. If they become appointed as a launch site it would give them the 

recognition and motivate the employees since they receive understanding and not only negative 

feedback about their high cost. This would provide a good working environment and 

motivation to develop for the corporation. Some employees at the Design Office in Gothenburg 

mentions that SKF has a well-established historical trademark and unlike AstraZeneca they 

believe that the Gothenburg factory’ appointment may lead to too comfortable employees. 

 

Skinner (1964) stated that the management for manufacturing operations and organizational 

structure is crucial to be able to coordinate the network and for the all subsidiaries to be aware 

of the specific roles and responsibilities. AstraZeneca claimed that all employees working at 

the company are well aware of the common goals which mirror their work with Lean. This has 

shown great results in the whole company, something that is not as recognizable at the SKF site 
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in Gothenburg according to one of the factory manager in Gothenburg. One employee at SKF 

in Gothenburg believes that the site need to make objectives and goals more visible and clear 

so that every employee understands the importance of their work and make them feel 

ownership and a hunger for development and industrial excellence. The results of the 

interviews showed that the view of the goals is rather spread and by making the employees 

understand the goals would make it easier to work united.  

 

7.4. Research Question 4 
What features and processes need to be in place in order for a factory to be appointed as a 

launch site? What are the requirements for a factory to be appointed as a launch site? What 

features and processes does the concept entail and how does a factory become appointed as 

a launch site?  

According to Ferdows (1997b) the concept of a lead factory includes global development and 

implementation of new processes, products and technologies. A lead factory is further 

explained as an intermediary between R&D and the other sites (Ferdows 1997b). Vereecke and 

Van Dierdonck (2006) indicate that a R&D function can either be a part of a factory, work as a 

central function or in both ways. The interviews show that the SKF factory in Gothenburg does 

not develop new products themselves since the R&D is a collaborating central function in this 

matter. Ferdows (1997b) initiates that a lead factory develops products, processes and 

techniques and later implement them. The interviews at SKF rather shows that the SKF factory 

in Gothenburg develops and implements new processes and techniques, but only implement the 

newly developed products/variants which according to AstraZeneca is a definition of a launch 

site, in this case for new products and variants. The responsibility of AstraZeneca in Södertälje 

is to strictly launch new products or product variants that have already been developed by the 

central R&D function. The Gothenburg site may therefore be seen as a mix of Ferdows (1997b) 

description of a lead factory and the AstraZeneca definition of a launch site.  

 

Ferdows (1997b) has presented several steps for a factory to take in order to become a lead 

factory with high competence, see figure 1. Several of the steps in the matrix are seen and 

relatable to the AstraZeneca site in Södertälje. The decision when creating a transfer to other 

AstraZeneca factories is made by the Supply Chain function, which is an external function that 

has a central and global role. The decision where to transfer a product is made with regards to 

different criteria’s, such as; proximity to the market, market demand, market growth, product 

size and high volumes or simply due to that one site has reached the maximum capacity. A 

product can also be transferred to reduce the risks by having all production in one place. When 

managing a transfer a project management is created that has the responsibility to examine 

possibilities of this transfer and to further investigate the structure. One project management is 

created in the sending unit and one in the receiving unit in order to facilitate the transition. 

Despite the SKF site in Gothenburg not being an appointed launch site they also have a central 

function that are responsible for development of new products and deciding where to produce 

them.  The factory manager of the Ahmedabad factory explains the necessity of having a team 

of people that understand the footprint and the meaning of being a launch site. The SKF site in 

Gothenburg claims that they have the capability to provide customers with service and support 

and to guide them to the right product. In order for this to work they need to find good 

processes when collaborating with the subsidiaries. With the information collected at the case 

and benchmarking company along with Ferdows processes of a lead factory a conclusion may 

be drawn that a launch site is required to have a central role that develops products and new 

technologies but that also are aware of the company footprint. 
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The Dalian factory manager believes that the Gothenburg site is the master location in Europe 

and the self-aligning product center. A great amount of education of Dalian employees occurs 

in the Gothenburg site and he states that they get a lot of support in terms of training and 

education from the Gothenburg plant. According to Gupta and Govindarajan (1991) the in- and 

outflows of communications within the intra-firm network can be divided into four different 

types, which are based on the level of communications. One specific role which is the Active 

network players role can be considered in alliance with Ferdows (1997b) model of a lead 

factory. An active network player is a factory that is actively involved in the network that 

communicates, collaborates and disseminates information. Ferdows (1997b) further describes 

that a higher role plant is required to create a robust network in order to manage changes in the 

company network. As for the SKF site in Gothenburg, they are today operating as a launch site 

in the areas of developing processes, product variations and mostly implementation of the new 

development. Therefore an appointment of a launch site would not mean further changes in the 

network more than that the term “launch site” would become official. The SKF plant in 

Gothenburg is also assisting other subsidiaries with processes, machineries and more, 

something that is expected of the subsidiaries and the board members. The SKF Ahmedabad 

factory manager explains that he view the responsibilities of a launch site to include 

development of products and processes along with different application and innovation 

activities, and also to support other factories.  Ferdows (1997b) also mentions that a higher role 

factory as for example a launch site are required to cultivate competencies by developing the 

competence of plants which entails:  

 

o Improving the inside - physical layout, machinery, quality and education for 

employees. 

o Developing external resources – supplier, product design, communication, 

logistic skills,  

o Taking on global mandate – competence that exceeds the skills needed at the 

plant only. Develop product and process innovations to the entire company 

globally.  

7.4.1. Conditions for being an appointed launch site 
Looking at Ferdows’s matrix in figure 1 there are some steps that are taken when reaching a 

higher level role but, how a company actually get an appointment can be seen in a real life 

case. Looking at the benchmarking company AstraZeneca and at what has made them a launch 

site the following factors are the what trigged the appointment:  

 

According to Slepniov et al. (2010) a launch site is required to reach competitiveness which 

includes lower costs, lead times and higher efficiency. Overall, AstraZeneca works with Lean 

production which has proven to be beneficial for them as a launch site. The lean production 

concepts has led to routines, structures and faster lead times, which helps the company to 

deliver on time and eliminate waste. Furthermore according to Pilt & Rådahl (2017) a launch 

site should be a role model in terms of quality and good standards since the launch product 

might be transferred. The latter sentence is one that many employees all over the SKF 

Gothenburg site agrees with. They believe that an future appointment as a launch site would 

lead to them reducing waste, cost and to better quality since they would have to be a role model 

with even more eyes on them.  

 

Employees working at the AstraZeneca launch site claimed that a necessity as a launch site is 

first and foremost to manage all the different parts that need to cooperate in order to maintain a 

good launch. For an example if a company has some sort of a lean house that explains how to 
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achieve efficiency and reduction of bottlenecks, it can be used as a guideline for building all 

parts in order to achieve good launches. It can be helpful to divide all parts and discuss the 

meaning of each part and how that specific part will contribute to the whole picture. A launch 

site should also be able to deliver on time. According to Deflorin et al. (2012) this mirrors the 

sites’ ability to keep track of working methods and standards which also implies the necessity 

of having good and clear process development, management and techniques. At the SKF site in 

Gothenburg, several employees explained that they have had difficulties with identifying the 

owners of processes and responsibilities. This has led to a longer development and 

implementation time. Deflorin et al. (2012) claims that there need to exists a clear 

understanding of the processes and about who owns them. The factory manager of the 

Ahmedabad factory states that if one plant should be a launch site, a clear structure has to be 

organized, which is also confirmed as a necessity by Ferdows (1997a). According to Pilt & 

Rådahl (2017) it is also of great necessity as a launch site to have skills in order to be able to 

scale up new products, whether it's a brand new product or a variant. The role as launch site is 

partly to have this competence and also to have available manufacturing facilities. The 

Södertälje site tries to use the existing equipment as far as possible when launching, in order to 

minimize costs and workforce. 

7.4.2. Becoming appointed as a launch site  
Theory has explained what the concept of a launch site entails but not how an appointment will 

be executed. The AstraZeneca site in Södertälje has been a launch site since 2015. As an 

appointed launch site the Södertälje site is the first to start manufacturing a new product or a 

new product variant. This does not include all of the products manufactured in Södertälje. The 

decision for making the Södertälje site a launch site was founded on different reasons; Sweden 

is considered as a fairly safe country both politically and environmentally. Furthermore good 

competence is reachable which reveals the possessions of good educations and the access of 

research hospitals. Even though Sweden is a country with high labor and manufacturing costs, 

the choice for making the Södertälje site a launch site was mainly due to this accessible 

competence and the Södertälje site history records. The Södertälje site has a good history with 

very few stock-outs and high delivery, which according to Ferdows (1997a) is one of the main 

reasons for the launch site proclamation. Even though the site today is an appointed launch site, 

the high level of delivering after launching new products or variants is still going strong, which 

also demands standards and structured processes when launching. According to Pilt & Rådahl 

(2017) a launch site appointment is a proclamation that a site should deserve because of its 

good history records, a site should not plan to become a launch site in advance – the site should 

have proven its competence before.  

 

As mentioned previously Ferdows (1997a) in his model describes that a launch site is required 

to work with improving their inside of the factory with such as machinery, efficiency and more 

but unlike AstraZeneca in Södertälje, the employees at the SKF Gothenburg site placed 

“efficient production” as very low for their own factory. Six of fifteen employees explained 

that the Gothenburg factory is in fact currently performing operationally poor, due to new 

technology implementations, which affects the overall capacity and efficiency. However 

Slepniov et al. (2010) claimed that a launch site should develop and implement new products 

and processes while keeping the work they have already achieved. One employee stationed in 

the Design Office in Gothenburg, explains the issue as some machines are stagnant too often, 

even though the competence and ability to avoid these stops exists. One employee, working 

close to the production, believes that there are too many comparisons to the other subsidiaries 

and too much focus on numbers; utilization, overall capacity and so on. Also the response time 

to customer inquiries is sometimes up to 6 months which is too slow. Furthermore these 
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numbers does not show the whole picture and the employee  working close to the production 

state that; “It’s very easy to judge the Gothenburg factory according to these low numbers, that 

we have lower capacity and utilization than for an example the Chinese factory. But on the 

other hand the SKF site in Gothenburg produce higher volumes, more varieties which demand 

long set-up times and we also implement improvements in a completely different level than 

other factories.“ 

 

7.5. Research Question 5 
What competence and working skills are needed to perform the features and processes? 

Roth and Jackson (1995) described that competence is an internal manufacturing expertise that 

adds value to the company and creates competitiveness. The area of competence may be 

divided into production, supply chain or development whereas plants have different focuses 

depending on their work.  The plants with competence existing in all three areas are the most 

competitive in efficiency, cost, quality and development. The production area includes 

processes and maintenance, supply chain includes purchase, logistics and supplier development 

and the final includes new products and processes. As stated by multiple employees in the 

Gothenburg site and factory managers in Ahmedabad and Dalian, the Gothenburg factory 

possesses high competence, especially in the process development part. But furthermore many 

employees believe that the Gothenburg site have high competence in all areas. According to 

Roth and Jackson (1995), having high competence in all areas provide with competitive 

advantages and corporate strength. However, according to some case company interviewees the 

areas of efficiency (manufacturing and inquiry lead time), product cost and quality are poor and 

substandard and could tend to prove the opposite.   

 

The AstraZeneca interviewees describes that since the Södertälje site is the largest site, the 

possession of high competence at the site implies that employees can be sent to other sites for 

helping establishing new processes or techniques. This means that AstraZeneca can use the 

competence available instead of hiring new employees or temporary workforce, which creates 

a huge advantage for having a launch site where the competence is available. Ghoshal (1986) 

believes that the ability to send people and competence between subsidiaries and sites is a huge 

factor for maintaining competitiveness and for facilitating intra-firm knowledge flow. The 

transfer of knowledge between borders means that company can provide themselves with 

support (Ghoshal, 1986). As stated by many employees at SKF, such a transfer of knowledge 

and support to other factories and subsidiaries are already taking place, often by sending 

workforce to places that needs it. Ghoshal (1986) add that the physical contact between 

employees and managers in a network is crucial for transferring valuable knowledge and 

innovations. Furthermore, in order to achieve knowledge flow and support, the AstraZeneca 

interviewees believes that this generates pressure on establishing structures and to continuously 

standardize processes in order to use existing employees in different launch projects. Likewise 

the Gothenburg site was seen by some of the case company employees as a site that possesses 

great competence and especially in the area of process development. According to the 

employees this is also due to their standardized processes.  

 

The SKF site employees believe that the Gothenburg site is able to develop and establish new 

products and processes are due to employees’ long working experience and university 

education. The majority of the employees has worked at SKF for longer than 10 years and 

possesses great knowledge about the products and departments (Engineering and Development 

Department, 2017). The same trend is seen at AstraZeneca launch site in Södertälje where a 

large condition for being a launch site is that AstraZeneca do not only have high competence 

but also that we have the capability to assign their employees with interesting and challenging 
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tasks. A reason to develop competencies and workforce is through letting the employees work 

with a lot of different tasks. Furthermore this attracts high competence workforce. A 

conclusion that may be drawn from these two real life experiences is that a launch site requires 

having competent employees that are challenged with different tasks and new challenges in 

order to develop their expertise. Also the mix of university education and a long working 

experience has proven to be beneficial.  

 

One employee at the engineering and development department in Gothenburg thinks that the 

SKF site in Gothenburg needs to state which competences are needed for the future in order to 

be competitive. An area of competence that the company not only in Gothenburg is required to 

develop is heavy automation and manufacturing IT. As for now, according to some employees 

in the Engineering and Development department the Gothenburg factory’s IT solutions are not 

up to date and occasionally inhibit other work and processes. What is seen as crucial in the 

future is that their IT solutions raise their company and becomes an advantage in their work. 

What this example at SKF in Gothenburg shows is that companies (especially launch sites) 

need to always update their competences and keep up with the market changes. In the case of 

SKF there has been a shift in the manufacturing area where there has been more automation. 

This update requires the company to also update their competence in this area.  

 

7.6. Research Question 6 
What are the benefits and challenges of being a launch Site?  

7.6.1. Benefits 
Companies that strive for operational excellence and competitiveness has adopted the concept 

of lead factories (Deflorin, et al., 2010). The core plant role is a very important role 

strategically as the whole company becomes depending on the lead plant. The risk of a plant 

being shut down is therefore lower since other plants are depending on the leader. (Meijboom 

& Voordijk, 2003) The benefit is also the main one for the Södertälje site since competences 

and employees will always be needed, which in turn favor the Swedish employees and the 

Swedish economy. The design office at the SKF site in Gothenburg explained that they do not 

take in consideration if the Gothenburg factory is bigger than the other subsidiaries and that 

they do not favor them despite their closeness. According to the design office they put the 

products to produce where it is most beneficial for the whole SKF group. Despite their 

statement the other subsidiaries are most commonly dependent on the Gothenburg site to 

launch the products first or assist them. Both the factory managers in Ahmedabad and Dalian 

have stated that they often are being assisted by the Gothenburg site and that their cooperation 

is beneficial for them.  The theory about a launch site less likely being shut down may also be a 

reason for why the Gothenburg factory is so important to the SKF group even if they have a 

higher cost and not as fast as its subsidiaries. The intangible benefits are the ones that matters 

in this case. (Slepniov, et al., 2010) 

 

The employees that work at SKF Gothenburg site have an idea about possible benefits and 

challenges if the factory were to be announced a launch site. Since the SKF site in Gothenburg 

is not a launch site today the following advantages and challenges are imaginable by the 

employees:  

 
 Global gain- Since R&D are working together with the lead factory the first prototype 

and process they launch are guided by the lead factory. This close relationship leads to 

more cooperation between the two functions which results in more stable and reliable 

processes since there is less communication problems  and more cooperation. Since the 
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lead factory possess this information and knowledge, this factory also optimizes other 

plants. They train them, gathers and validates, in other words they drive the company 

for continuous improvements. (Deflorin, et al., 2010) Weather this is a launch sites 

mission or not the SKF site in Gothenburg has adapted this way of working and sees 

this cooperation as another intangible benefit. Being appointed as a launch site would 

also lead to employees at the Gothenburg site feeling ownership for the development of 

SKF group. This would entail innovation thrust and responsibility to deliver as expected 

of other SKF factories. As mentioned previously the group would have to establish a 

requirement specification of what the launch site is expected to do in every launch 

project. Having the global development being financed on a global level would entail 

specific requirements for the Gothenburg site to reach. (Engineering and Development 

Department, 2017) Examples of requirements are described in chapter 7.3 

 

 Economic benefit for the Gothenburg site - an appointment as a launch site would lead 

to greater work with the costs. The SKF site in Gothenburg would not only be 

compensated for the work that they today are financing themselves but the costs of the 

factory would be more visible and therefore they would have to work with cost 

reduction in order to set a good example. (Business Development, 2017). More about 

the economic benefits are described in chapter 7.7 

 

 Competence and expertise development for the Gothenburg site- having demands and 

goals of global development to reach would benefit the competence and expertise at the 

site. When developing and testing new machines and processes the employees get an 

opportunity to train themselves to develop and become faster. Continuous improvement 

and training of for example putting together a machine area leads to more knowledge 

and therefore faster implementation in the future. (Business Development, 2017) More 

about competence in described in chapter 7.5 

7.6.2. Challenges 
Although the role of a launch site entails several advantages and possibilities, it also involves 

some challenges. According to Slepniov et al. (2010) one large challenge is for a launch site to 

advance and develop new production technologies and process innovation while creating and 

maintaining the capacity to integrate these new innovations into running operations. The task 

entails high risk and cost to the product and may inhibit the competitiveness regarding product 

price. The challenge continues while the launch site explore and develop future possibilities 

while they are required to be cost efficient since the core plant and its subsidiaries are being 

judged and reviewed by the same KPI:s, even though they in real life are totally different. For 

SKF this has showed to be a big problem that is crucial to resolution. In order for the SKF site 

to be competitive they have to reduce their product cost which today is holding a lot of the 

global development cost.  

 

Furthermore Slepniov et al. (2010) explains that launch sites have the expectations from the 

headquarters to maintain effective production development while spreading new knowledge to 

the subsidiaries and assist them at the plants in an effective way. In order to effectively transfer 

the knowledge to the subsidiaries, the management of the production network is required to be 

skilled to increase the interaction between the plants. For example every plant manager should 

have the knowledge to adapt the standardized production process to their own plant and its 

environment. Employees at the SKF site in Gothenburg agrees with Slepniov et al. (2010) and 

their statement about the expectations from the headquarters. This is a matter they are 

experiencing today, that the Gothenburg site has to work more “according to the book” then the 
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other SKF plants that doesn’t draw the same attention. This may in other hand be seen as a 

benefit when choosing a launch site since the launch site would have to make all their work 

visible for the board members and subsidiaries to see. The Gothenburg site are used to work 

with global development and therefore there might be a smaller gap when visualizing the time 

put in projects and their work compared to other factories.  

 

Other challenges that employees at the SKF Gothenburg site feels that they are facing are:  

 

 Political sensitivity – Adapting factories in a company network to different roles can 

create tensions and competitiveness (Thomas, et al., 2015; Ferdows, 1997a). Employees 

at the Gothenburg site express their fears of other SKF plants being upset with the 

situation regarding the launch site appointment and misunderstand the concept of it. 

When becoming an appointed launch site in 2015, Astra Zeneca’s second largest site in 

England had some opinions regarding the proclamations. Uncertainties regarding the 

meaning of becoming a launch site were expressed; the first thoughts were that the 

Södertälje site would take their products and move them to Sweden. This created some 

tensions that still exist in some extent. Ferdows (1997a) explains that to strategically 

adapt factory roles and responsibilities in an efficient way, they have to be explained 

like a part of a continuous network where knowledge is transferred and where all 

factories gain competitiveness by their role in their network. The Södertälje site handled 

the situation similarly by explaining the use of the lean-concept and that all sites have 

an equal part of this appointment. The only difference was that the launch process will 

take place at the Södertälje site. Furthermore benefits of having the launch site in 

Sweden were explained. Since one of the largest R&D function is located in Mölndal 

this would facilitate collaborations between Södertälje and Mölndal, where a language 

barrier doesn’t exist. The smaller sites around the globe didn’t experience the matter as 

especially sensitive. For many it was obvious since the Södertälje site is dominant and 

large and that contains all processes; from product formulation to packing. The 

Södertälje site can provide the whole chain. 

 

o The AstraZeneca site had quite positive reaction when announcing the 

Södertälje site to be a launch site.  What emerged during the interviews at the 

Gothenburg site is that employees in Gothenburg expressed their fears of how 

other subsidiaries would feel and react but the Ahmedabad and the Dalian 

factory managers expressed their positive attitudes about a launch site 

appointment. As mentioned previously, the management in a production 

network are required to be skilled to increase the interaction between plants in 

order to cooperate (Slepniov, et al., 2010).  This has shown to be the case at the 

SKF site in Gothenburg since the Ahmedabad factory manager stated that the 

site is easy to work with and willing to assist. He also stated that the internal 

competition is different regarding which site it is and that the Gothenburg site is 

not included in that competition. The Dalian factory manager has another 

opinion and says that the Dalian and Gothenburg site becomes competitive since 

they deliver to the same customer which leads to bad internal customer focus.  

He further says that he could consider the Gothenburg site as a launch site for 

their product types since Gothenburg has very stable processes, good product 

development, skilled peopled and advanced machines and techniques. 

Considering these aspects, the SKF Gothenburg site is the best factory suited for 

being a launch site – they have a global view instead of local view. 
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 The factory manager for the Dalian factory states that there might be an issue with 

having one launch site in the long-term; in regards to customer focus. It is important to 

consider the real customer needs, the requirements and respect of the customer. He 

further thinks that by having one development center only located in one country the 

service will suffer speed efficiency problems, lack of swift and quick responses and 

adaptabilities to customer demand that lead to slow processes and a loss in competitive 

advantages. He further states that the speed and lead times in Asia is much faster than  

in Europe, although this leads to unstable planning processes and forecasts unlike the 

Gothenburg site which have stable processes. The Gothenburg site also has problems 

with fulfilling market demands in terms of long lead times. According to Slepniov et al. 

(2010) a launch site is competitive in regards to cost, efficiency, lead times and more. 

The SKF site would therefore have to shorten their lead times in order to be competitive 

and the role model a launch site is required to be according to Pilt & Rådahl (2017). 

 

7.7. Research Question 7 
How should the global development work executed by a launch site be financially 

structured? How should the financing of the global development be built? How can a 

launch site be measured and with which economic parameters for the cost to be equitable 

related to the subsidiaries? 

The concept of a core plant is described by several researchers for example (Meijboom & 

Voordijk, 2003; Ferdows, 1997a; Feldmann & Olhager, 2013). Slepniov et al. (2010) claims 

that there is a lack of information regarding the financial and economic part on how larger sites 

that claims to have a lead role, are expected to explore and develop the company while cost 

efficient requirements exists. Furthermore, it is common that a lead factory and its subsidiaries 

are being judged and reviewed by the same KPIs, which may result in unfair comparisons and 

cost distributions (Slepniov et al. 2010). One factory controller working in SKF Gothenburg 

explains that their site is developing products and processes for the entire SKF Group which is  

financed by the factory. The factory is also assisting other sites that lead to an increase in 

product costs at SKF factory Gothenburg. Several SKF Gothenburg site employees explain that 

this cost situation makes it difficult for the Gothenburg site to compete and to be competitive in 

the future. The interviewees further add that the SKF Gothenburg site receive critique from 

customers regarding high product prices. The interviewees at AstraZeneca  believes that it 

becomes rather obvious that such a factory that works as a launch site, are more expensive 

since that site are supposed to support and provide all the other factories with their competence, 

processes and solutions. This marks the essence for having a central function that manages 

these questions within the network in order to achieve competitive advantages (Ferdows, 

1997a). The SKF factory manager in Gothenburg is one of many employees that believe that 

the cost for global development for the entire SKF Group should be financed on a global and 

centralized level. He further provides an example of a “central money pot”. Cost parameters 

that are depending on the size of each site and how many resources the Gothenburg factory 

provide with. The interviewees at AstraZeneca in Södertälje solve this problem by having a 

centralized Supply Chain function. This function decides regarding launch projects and 

furthermore creates projects for launches. The project requires economical resources which 

later on fall under each site. In order to keep track on the time for work with global 

development, the launch site employees make some time and cost allocations for each project. 

 

The Engineering and Development Department in Gothenburg claim that the SKF Gothenburg 

site receives a lot of expectations and questions about why their cost is higher than other SKF 

factories. Some employees claim that a huge contributing factor is the staff costs.  Gordon and 
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Sohal (2001) strengthen that claim, and further believe that western manufacturers have been 

stated as uncompetitive in terms of costs in labor in comparison to their counterparts in the Far 

East.  The Factory Manager in SKF Dalian site is concerned about the increasing prices in 

Europe which affects the SKF European sites negatively. This results in price increases, slow 

communications and long lead times. Gordon and Sohal (2001) believe that a response to this 

competition is for western manufacturers to adopt a variety of manufacturing technologies and 

new techniques for reducing the overall cost, responding efficiently to market conditions, 

improving quality and speeding lead times. 

 

One employee working in Business Development believes that the Gothenburg site is measured 

in the same way as other SKF factories, which further entails the importance to build a 

management model that shows the “degradation part”. It has to be shown financially that the 

SKF Gothenburg site deals with global development projects. A launch site is a pilot until the 

project is finished and later transferred operationally to other sites. At that point the former 

development costs are passed on to the actual product cost. The interviewees at AstraZeneca 

explain that their way of working with cost – a central function distributes the costs, has proven 

to be beneficial. Additionally it provides the Södertälje site with a valid explanation about why 

the site has a higher cost background.  

 

The Business Development Department at the SKF Gothenburg site are positive about the 

launch site concept and believe that a launch site should be measured in a different ways with 

the same parameters; Time, materials, staff, efficiency etc.  Furthermore should the global 

versus the local development projects be diverted, a solution that works in AstraZeneca. In 

order to actually measure the cost and time, the Gothenburg factory need to keep track on the 

correct amount of hours and resources put on global development- something that do not occur 

today. One employee believes that keeping track and reporting every worked hour would be 

uninspiring and inhibit the development and the entire SKF Group.  

 

Employees mostly working with engineering and development that was interviewed believes 

that a launch site can take ownership of the cost issue by constantly analyzing deviations from 

product cost thus work more dynamically with the product price. As today there is no one that 

take responsibility for the cost in Gothenburg. Being a launch site would also force the site to 

take action and reduce the cost in order to be a role model. Weather it is the task of the 

purchase department or a question of several departments it will not only be beneficial for the 

factory in Gothenburg but the entire company globally.  
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8. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 
This chapter discusses the analysis and in relation to the research questions in order to answer 

the questions which additionally fulfill the research aim.  The structure of the chapter is in 

accordance with the research questions and will be gradually processed. In order to validate 

the research quality, the method will be discussed in connection to the research results. 

 

8.1. The definition of a Launch Site 

 

According to the theoretical framework and the empirical results, several terms have been 

presented for describing similar concepts as a launch site. Other words that are suggested are 

core plant, lead factory, main plant or mother plant. The authors and researchers that presented 

these terms had the intention of presenting concepts which all entails that one factory is being a 

central knowledge hub that develops new products, processes or techniques for the entire 

corporation. Companies all over the world have embraced different words depending on the 

specific company structure and situation. In the SKF Gothenburg factory case, the company 

has to think about the political message that will be sent out and the actual meaning of the term. 

The appointment will lead to reactions around the world which will differ depending on the 

actual relations today.  

 

What emerged from the empirical results was that the term that was the least charged and most 

suitable for SKF Gothenburg situation were the terms; mother plant and launch site. Since the 

SKF site in Gothenburg is fact in a “mother” to the other plants since it is the eldest and first 

one. The term launch site would describe the situation – that they are usually the ones that 

launch new products, variants and processes for SRB, CARB and SRTB.  When looking at 

other terms such as core plant and main plant it may be misinterpreted and taken as they put 

themselves as superior over all other sites. Furthermore that the SKF Gothenburg site would be 

the only one benefiting from this concept.  

 

AstraZeneca chose the word launch site for their situation in 2015, since this term only 

indicates that the site will launch new products and processes and can be hard to misinterpret. 

AstraZeneca was making sure that the subsidiaries would understand that the appointment will 

not lead to a superior role, but that the acknowledgement would benefit the entire corporation 

and each subsidiary, not only the AstraZeneca, Södertälje site. Other subsidiaries were to be 

part of the launch in later stages and equally involved when starting to produce. For SKF 

Gothenburg factory, the term “launch site for new products and variants”, will be an actual 

specific explanation for the concept. This can further ease the understanding of their role and 

reduce the possible tensions between the factory and other subsidiaries. The term will explain 

what is done, and their specific responsibility, instead of describing their place and position in 

a corporate hierarchy – which the term “lead factory” would do. This can reduce the political 

tensions within the network and facilitate knowledge transfers and collaborations between 

factories and function, which was explained by Ferdows (1997a; 1997b) due to an awareness of 

roles and responsibilities.  
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A concluding analysis of the theoretical framework, the benchmarking study and the case 

company results indicates that the term “launch site for new products and variants” would 

indicate the following descriptions for SKF Factory Gothenburg; 

 
Table 5 – “Launch site for new products and variants – definition for SKF Factory Gothenburg” 

 
Since the literature and previous research found in this thesis mainly concentrate on the term of 

“Lead Factory”, it has been somewhat difficult to define the term “Launch site” with a research 

connection. The term seems to be relatively new and has no real scientific definition yet. The 

term “launch site” has been connected with the “lead factory”-concept described in the 

literature review, and further adapted to the SKF stakeholders’ expectations together with the 

function and usage at AstraZeneca. Although the term lacks the support of previous research, 

the term has been custom made for the specific situation at SKF, which strengthen the term 

reliability of what it actually describes. Furthermore the term is applicable at SKF since this 

describes the work that it taking place already in the factory. 

 

8.2. Stakeholder analysis  

Emerging results from the theoretical framework, the benchmarking study and the case 

company examination indicates that it is essential for a launch site to have a centralized 

function with a holistic view that can manage to support the intra-firm network and knowledge 

transfer. The centralized function should also support and maintain the site and factory specific 

roles in order to focus the functions belonging to each subsidiary and to distribute costs. This 

further states that one of the stakeholders affected by a launch site appointment is the 

centralized function that manage and organize; product development, distribution of products 

and  product/manufacturing footprint. The corresponding function at SKF is the Design Office 

in Gothenburg that develops products in order to later distribute them among factories and 

deciding the manufacturing footprint. According to the interviews at the case company, some 

employees indicate that the implementation and launching for new products/variants already 

Launch 

site 

for 

new 

products 

and 

variants

1. The factory is the primary launch site for new products and variants 
within the Spherical roller bearing- cluster. Including; SRB, SRTB and 
CARB bearings.

2. As a launch site, the SKF Gothenburg Factory is responsible for 
implementing and launching new products and variants. This also implies a 
responsibility for developing new processes and techniques adapted to 
these products.

3. The Factory has a responsibility to work close to R&D in order to ease the 
transfer of exploration to exploitation.

4. The term of launch site also indicate that the Gothenburg factory would 
be responsible for collecting all the customer information related to the 
new launches, from all subsidiaries. The Gothenburg factory would collect 
the information from the operating elements and form a spider network of 
expertise. With this concept the subsidiaries will feel included in the larger 
picture and the global development. 

5.The manufacturing footprint/transfer is decided by a central function –
currently the R&D. An additional centralized function could be created for 
facilitating knowledge transfer, collaborations and furthermore deciding 
the economical distribution for each factory.
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takes place in the Gothenburg factory. This means that perhaps no major changes in the Design 

Office need to be performed, except from creating an even closer relationship with the 

Gothenburg Factory. 

 

Since the Gothenburg factory possibly will be appointed as a launch site for new products and 

variants, this puts immense pressure on the Gothenburg factory to drive the development of 

new techniques and engineering solutions, since these solutions will probably be transferred to 

other sites and factories after the launch. Furthermore the launch site appointment will affect 

the business development department since the pressure on more specialized product request 

will possibly increase, due to the awareness of Gothenburg site skills will arise. 

 

It has been stated by the theoretical framework and mainly by the benchmarking company, that 

a good management of processes is crucial for being stable and capable for handling the launch 

site role. The benchmarking company explains that one way for handling this is to implement 

Lean-methods in processes. This furthermore burden the factory management to start 

implement and managing further improvements in Lean- in order to standardize processes, 

speed lead times and increase customer focus. According to Krajewski et al (2016) can 

working with Lean-methods improve both quality and flexibility - which aims to identify and 

eliminate the non-value added factors. Possible LEAN implementations will affect all 

departments due to a set of standards that will permeate the entire system. Further Lean-

production implementations will also affect the manufacturing departments to start acting 

accordingly.  

 

Table  shows the main stakeholders that will be affected by a launch site appointment. The 

table aims to show a complete picture on each stakeholder and the launch site appointment 

impact on each stakeholder. The launch site appointment impact degree can be divided into 

three different groups; 

 

Level 1 (highest degree of effect- highest impact)  

Level 2 (medium degree of effect – medium impact)  

Level 3 (lowest degree of effect – lowest impact)  

 
Table 6 - Stakeholders and the launch site appointment impact 

Gothenburg Factory 

Employees 

Effect 

level 

Motivation 

Business Development 

Department 

2. A launch site appointment can affect the amount of 

special inquiries due to an increasing awareness of SKF 

Gothenburg as a launch site and the skills that this site 

possesses. Furthermore it has been shown that the 

Business Development Department needs to decrease 

the inquiry lead-time, which is affected by management 

decisions and standards.  

Engineering and 

Development 

Department 

1. When becoming a launch site for new products and 

variants, this department will experience huge pressures 

on being able to deliver efficient and standardized 

processes and technical production solutions since this 

will be transferred to other sites. This makes these 

solutions as role models for the entire corporation. This 

demands high competence, efficient work force and 

standardized processes. 
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Controlling 

Department 

--- Unclear about the eventual impacts on the Controlling 

Department, since the costs for the global development 

should be managed and distributed by a centralized 

function. 

Quality Department 2. A launch site appointment requires continuous 

improvements and flawless quality since the factory will 

become a role model for processes and techniques.  

According to the case company interviews the product 

quality is poor in some cases and need improvements.  

Factory Management 1. The factory management sets the standards for deciding 

to implement changes and for distributing work and 

work responsibilities. A flaw in factory management can 

be mirrored in the processes. A good management for 

handling processes has been stated as crucial both by 

AstraZeneca and the theoretical framework. This should 

be in place in order for everyone involved to be aware 

of the work structure and employee responsibilities.  

Manufacturing 2. The Manufacturing Department is responsible for 

implementing the changes required in LEAN. 

Design Office 

Employees 

2. The Design Office stated that they consider all SKF 

factories as equal.  As been emerging from the 

theoretical framework, all factories and sites are 

identical nodes of a globalized network, each 

contributing with their own capability and specialty. 

Although, if the Gothenburg factory will become a 

launch site, a more intense and highly developed 

communication and collaboration between the Design 

office and the Gothenburg factory would be needed.  

Pressures is also put on the Design Office in terms of; 

driving the product development even further and being 

a part in the product and financial distribution 

responsibility. Otherwise the Design Office work will 

continue more or less as before the appointment.  

Other SKF 

Subsidiaries: 

Spherical roller 

bearing cluster. 

1.  The appointment of SKF Gothenburg as a launch site 

will affect the other subsidiaries first and foremost in an 

economical matter; they will start to pay for global 

process and technique development projects that later 

influence and affect their own competitiveness and that 

of the whole SKF group. 

 

The conclusion on who the stakeholders are and how each stakeholder is affected by a launch 

site appointment may be different viewed if the research would target other interviewees. The 

choices of interviewees were exclusively made in acquiescence with the SKF supervisor, who 

believed that these interviewees would have the most input in the research area. This also 

indicates that these employees and/or departments in some extent also will become 

stakeholders for a launch site appointment, since knowledge about the SKF Gothenburg factory 

situation also means that these people works in some way with, or close to, the global 

development for SKF. Furthermore the reliability of these results may be affected by the choice 

for interviewees. The reliability is somewhat strengthen by the theoretical framework found 
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that indicates that all functions/departments will be involved and affected when setting 

standards (Lean), that is a demand for become a launch site. 

 

8.3. Stakeholders’ expectations  

Almost all employees that were interviewed at the Gothenburg site were positive about the 

Gothenburg site being appointed and most of them mentioned that the site would gain 

recognition for their work with global development and that the site would gain economical 

support. Multiple employees believe it is unfair that they always receive criticism about their 

high costs and claim that the high labor cost in Europe is not the only factor in this case. By 

looking at the benchmarking company AstraZeneca in Södertälje, it became clear that the site 

receive acknowledgement and compensation for their work which benefits the whole company. 

Just as the factory manager in Gothenburg explained; the acknowledgements leads to work for 

the whole company and not just their own site. Furthermore the appointment would motivate 

the employees to work harder since their work is highlighted and recognized.  

 

What emerged in the interviews made at SKF in Gothenburg is that the goals were not clear to 

all employees and this might affect their way of working. According to AstraZeneca the LEAN 

way of working makes it critical for every employee to know about the goals for the site in 

order to work together in the same direction. At AstraZeneca they have an interesting idea of 

working together. They believe that even if one or two of the department have excellent results 

then the whole site is still lacking and not working well. In order to call them successful then 

every part of the site would have to be working accordingly and have positive results. This may 

only be possible if all employees at all levels know about the goals. An example about the lack 

of knowledge about the goals in Gothenburg occurred during the interviews made at the site. 

The factory manager said that they stands out with their care for their environmental work and 

that that is an area of great importance and a goal to reach, to be environmental friendly. No 

other employee of all that were interviewed mentioned this work or those that are aware of this 

goal. This might be seen as a direct problem with communicating the goals so that every 

employee not only is aware of them but truly understand them.    

 

The Dalian Factory Manager believes that in order to have one launch site or lead factory, there 

has to be an existence of stable processes, good product development and skilled workforce. 

Furthermore that that site can provide with training and education and is willing to share and 

collaborate. He further expects a launch site to be able to drive for new innovations within 

product and process development. He believes that a top management that could deal with 

these issues is crucial for having a launch site. 

 

At the SKF site in Gothenburg the employees working at higher levels are well aware of the 

goals but not the employees working as ground staff. Since SKF believe that the employees are 

the ones that makes difference for the site then they would also believe that the ground staff are 

the ones that actually makes the physical job of producing it and therefore they need to be 

aware of the goals.  SKF site in Gothenburg need to make objectives and goals more clear so 

that every employee knows the importance of their work and feel ownership for the product. As 

for AstraZeneca the result has been a good work ethic, efficiency in production and a reduction 

of scrap since every employee wants to develop and deliver positive results.    

 

Some employees working in the Design Office in Gothenburg believes that because the SKF 

name is so well established, the employees would get comfortable and lazy and likewise the 

Ahmedabad factory manager believed that a great challenge with being an appointed launch 

site is to make the employees motivated to do their work despite them already having an 
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appointment achieved. Again, as shown for AstraZeneca that is why the knowledge of the goals 

is so important. Also the sense of ownership would keep motivating the employees to work 

hard and develop their work in order to reach their personal goals and positive results. The 

Dalian Factory Manager states that further communication between top management and 

employees is crucial for dealing with this role, since the absence of information means that 

people create their own opinion. 

 

The overall stakeholders’ expectations of becoming an appointed launch site can be concluded 

in 6 areas; 

1. Sense of ownership over processes and techniques. This further motivates the 

workforce. 

2. A clarification of the role and responsibility, both on a corporate and employee level, 

which can ease the understanding of goals and objectives. 

3. An increase of closer collaborations and understandings between subsidiaries and 

functions, which can create competitive advantages for the entire SKF group. 

4. A continuous drive for innovations and new product development. 

5. A good and stable top management. 

6. Standardized processes, in all levels of the corporation. 

 

The concluded results are based on the interviewees’ personal opinions. Since the interviews 

were adapted to 15 employees of approximately 1300, the results may differ if interviewing 

other employees in Gothenburg or other employees in other SKF factories. This is only a 

conclusion of the results gathered from the conducted interviews, which furthermore implies a 

very high reliability rate. The results are supported by the AstraZeneca statements. 
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8.4. Including features and processes 

Analyzing the theoretical framework and the empirical results, a conclusion may be drawn that 

the SKF site in Gothenburg in many areas already operates as a launch site. According to 

Ferdows (1997b) the definition a lead factory is that is runs global development and 

implementations of new processes, products and technologies. As for SKF they often develop 

new product variants of products already exciting and these are developed by the business 

development team in cooperation with R&D. Ferdows, (1997b) also states that the lead factory 

works as an “intermediary” between Research and Development, (R&D) and the other 

geographically distributed plants. In the case of SKF, the R&D function is the Design Office 

which is an centralized function but whom are located at the Gothenburg site.  

 

Furthermore the lead factory possesses highly skilled employees with high competence and 

experience, something that the Gothenburg site has proven to have. As well as literature the 

stakeholders whom will be affected has explained their view of a launch site and that they 

should not only develop products and processes globally but also support the subsidiaries. 

Therefore a launch site would need to have the competence to be able to create cooperation 

between factories. Both the Ahmedabad and the Dalian factory managers have in interviews 

expressed their thought about the SKF site in Gothenburg and that they are helpful and easy to 

cooperate with in comparison to other European plants. The Dalian factory manager also stated 

that they get a lot of support and education from the Gothenburg plant. As a launch site a 

company would have to have a support function which works only with supporting other 

plants.  

 

Both the stakeholders at SKF and the benchmarking company in Södertälje have expressed the 

importance of having a central supply chain function which may have different structures in 

different companies. The AstraZeneca launch site in Södertälje has one supply chain function 

which consists of developers and employees from operations and this team are responsible for 

new projects. This project organization is responsible for smooth implementations at the launch 

site which may in a later stage be moved to another site. The choice of making this transfer of a 

product or process is based on different criteria such as proximity to the market and market 

demand, market growth, product size and high volumes or simply due to that one site has 

reached the maximum capacity. A product can also be transferred to reduce the risks by having 

all production in one place. When managing a transfer a project management is created that has 

the responsibility to examine possibilities of this transfer and to further investigate the 

structure. One project management is created in the sending unit and one in the receiving unit 

in order to facilitate the transition. This structure may be translated to SKF where the design 

office is a part of this central project organization that decides when and what to launch at the 

launch site and furthermore if and when to make transfers of new products. Having a central 

project organization may also lead to less sensitivity regarding launch site projects, who gets 

the transferring of products and processes and also who pays for the global development of the 

launch project.  

 

Ferdows (1997b) presented some areas to focus on when a plant becomes a higher role plant as 

a launch site for example and these areas were following:  

 

 Focus on the intangible benefits – Ferdows (1997b) describes that there are many 

intangible benefits when becoming a site with a higher role or a launch site and that it 

often is harder to argue that intangible possible benefits are greater than immediate 

tangible ones. What Ferdows (1997b) is accurate to point out is that it might be the 

difference between a site extending its capabilities or not. The SKF site in Gothenburg 
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has adapted this theory by working as a launch site without an appointment as a launch 

site and without the recognition and compensations for it. When being asked for the 

reason for it the employees have all said that they are in it for the long run and that they 

are focusing on the intangible benefits in the future. The next step by becoming an 

appointed launch site is for SKF group to be more focused on the intangible benefits as 

well in order to extend the capabilities and the competitiveness.  

 

 Cultivate competencies – As described earlier competence development of the plants is 

crucial for launch sites.  Ferdows (1997b) breaks the area down to following parts: 

o Improving the inside - physical layout, machinery, quality and education for 

employees. 

o Developing external resources – supplier, product design, communication, 

logistic skills,  

o Taking on global mandate – competence that exceeds the skills needed at the 

plant only. Develop product and process innovations to the entire company 

globally.  

 

Many of these parts are already well established at the SKF plant such as taking on global 

mandate and developing the external resources but in order to be successful in all areas SKF 

have to develop and improve the inside of their plant. As the results of the interviews showed 

the efficiency and quality is lacking and lead time are too long compared to other plants in 

Asia. In order to meet the market demand they would have to work with their processes to cut 

lead times.  

 

 Create a robust network – To manage changes in the network when adding, changing or 

closing plants a robust network is required. A robust network contains several plants 

with higher plant roles (sources, contributors and lead plants) and a robust network 

would also make it possible to shorten lead time. As an employee at SKF mentioned 

SKF have plants and distribution and sales centers all over the world and for all 

markets. This may be seen as a benefit since they are close to costumer and in many 

cases delivers fast but it also might be seen as an global overcapacity.  

 

When looking at parameters that a launch plant has to deliver accordingly to such as short lead 

times, cost reduction, value adding, routines, structures, eliminating waste and delivering on 

time, both literature and the benchmarking company AstraZeneca has proven lean production 

to be a successful way of working. What SKF may take in consideration is to develop their own 

way of implementing the lean way to suit their own organization. Furthermore AstraZeneca 

sees that a launch site should also be able to deliver on time. That on time delivery mirrors the 

site ability to keep track of working methods and standards. In order for it to succeed the 

company needs to have good and clear process development, management and techniques. 

Also there is a necessity of having clear structure and ownership of functions and processes in 

order to be able to develop and implement fast.  

8.4.1. Choosing a launch site  
AstraZeneca believes that the most important factor in order for a launch site succeed. 

Furthermore they state that a launch site is required to have a good reputation and confidence. 

Their confidence mirrors their good reputation and the results of their hard work. Why 

AstraZeneca became a launch site may be seen in two different ways. Employees at the 

company tell that when choosing the Södertälje site to become a launch site the board members 

thought of several different reasons. For example Sweden is a fairly safe country both 
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politically and environmentally. There is high quality education and therefore good competent 

staff. Looking at economics and only tangible benefits one may only see that the labor cost is 

higher in Sweden but the board members focused on the intangible benefits and also saw 

something that the other factories did not have. Delivery on time and very few stock outs was 

one of two main reasons for choosing the Södertälje site as a launch site. Seeing another side of 

the choice an employee at the launch site said in an interview that an appointment as a launch 

site is not something you get, it is something you earn. Looking at the SKF site in Gothenburg, 

many employees feel like they have worked hard and developed globally for a long time 

without any acknowledgement for their work and maybe it is the board members that has not 

opened up their eyes for this concept or they have just not seen this work. Unlike AstraZeneca 

in Södertälje the employees at SKF in Gothenburg claims that they have very low efficient 

production and that the delivery is not always on time. Many employees believe that the factory 

in Gothenburg is currently performing operationally poor due to new technology 

implementations, which affects the overall capacity and efficiency and many of these 

employees feel as if they would receive understanding about it since they are developing 

products and processes globally but this is what the challenge is with being a launch site.  

 

If having an appointment as a launch site there may be a benefit to incorporate the maintenance 

development in an earlier stage. Employees at the maintenance department explained their 

fears about being involved to late in the process when something is already broken instead of 

actually being involved while developing the manufacturing processes.  

 

A conclusion of what features and processes that needs to be in place for a factory to be 

appointed as a launch site is the following points; 

- Standardized processes and good management techniques in order to achieve customer 

focus, speed up lead times, clarifying factory and employee responsibilities. 

- Global and centralized project organizations with cross-functional teams. 

- Central function that works beyond the R&D function and can support and facilitate 

intra-firm collaborations and manage the economic matters in terms of cost 

distributions of the global development projects. 

- Skilled workforce and high competence in the areas of; management, processes, 

product, Manufacturing IT and technical development. 

- Meeting arena for establishing a close collaboration with the R&D function. 

- Plan for training, supporting and educating other subsidiaries. 

- Including some departments in earlier stages when dealing with development issues.  

 

The reliability of the results can be affected negatively by the fact that the researchers have not 

included many “centralized” functions apart from the Design Office. This means that some 

information may have been missed under the research. The reason for not including other 

centralized functions that works on a global level, has exclusively depended on that the 

researchers didn’t get this information during the first stage of the interviews, it was added very 

late in the research process. This information was neglected due to a very narrow time limit and 

deadline. 

 

8.5. Acquired competences and workforce 

What has emerged from the empirical framework has been that the employees at SKF 

Gothenburg and the Factory Managers in Dalian and Ahmedabad have all agreed that the site 

in Gothenburg possess high competence in the areas of especially process development – 

Engineering and Development department. An interesting fact is that the launch site 

AstraZeneca in Södertälje also possesses a lot of competence and actually claims that process 
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development is the most important part that requires being excellent in order to be a launch 

site. By having well established and standardized processes the employees can work with 

different products and scenarios since the processes are all the same. The processes and 

techniques developed by the launch site will later be transferred to other sites, which set the 

demand of high process standards. This also let companies to use available employees instead 

of hiring new ones when developing or launching new products. The ability to take already 

available workforce also fulfills requirements for being a launch site. A demand as a launch site 

would be to have high competence so that it can aid other factories and functions and create 

competitive corporate advantages. This shows that high competence needs to be in place in 

order to be a launch site.  

 

Several stakeholders actually believe that the Gothenburg site is of great importance for the 

global development for SKF group. When looking at the background and how come the site 

possess this high degree of competence one might understand that it is not only because of 

having the site of Sweden where the competence and skills is generally high but because the 

employees have the experience of working at the company for a long time and most of them 

having an university degree. The majority of the employees had worked for SKF longer than 10 

years and the same trend was seen at AstraZeneca in Södertälje. Even though there are some 

similarities between the two some differences exists. The case company interviews indicates 

that SKF group are lacking in the area of manufacturing IT, a trend that was not seen in 

AstraZeneca. One possible reason for this may be that the employees working at SKF has been 

working at the site for such a long time and a continuous frequency of hiring new and young 

employees with the most recent IT knowledge are being inhibited. A launch site should also 

attract new and different workforce because the site/factory becomes in the networks eye of 

attention.  A launch site should also have the competence to educate, support and aid other 

factories that need it.  

 

The competence and workforce needed to perform the features and processes would be to have 

highly educated employees that have the ability to support other factories and subsidiaries. This 

mainly includes the process and technique development area but also areas such as; 

management (mainly project management) and product development. This workforce is 

furthermore a necessity for being a launch site since the work executed will become standards 

for other sites. SKF should also focus on gathering high competence in the area of 

Manufacturing IT, since the techniques will be required to be stable when becoming an 

appointed launch site for excluding eventual bottlenecks.  

 

8.6. Benefits and Challenges 

According to Deflorin et al. (2010) companies that have adopted the concept of a launch site 

have gained operational excellence and competitiveness. They also claimed that an 

appointment as a launch site would lead to less risk of being shut down, something that 

AstraZeneca agrees to and has experienced firsthand. Since the competence of the AstraZeneca 

launch site is always needed they will always have to exist. Even though the SKF Gothenburg 

site is not appointed as a launch site today, a parallel may be drawn to them. They receive a lot 

of criticism for their high product price and for them being more slow than the subsidiaries but, 

their competence is highly demanded and therefore the subsidiaries are depending on them. 

This safety of the plant not being shut down in Sweden secures the jobs of the employees and 

also adds to the Swedish economy.  

 

What AstraZeneca mentioned in an interview is that the cooperation between the development 

plant in Gothenburg and themselves has been easy since they are close in distance compared to 
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their other plants and since they speak the same language and have the same culture. According 

to Deflorin et al. (2010) therefore there would be higher absorptive capacity since they are 

more capable of establishing a stronger relationship, since the background is more similar 

which further promote knowledge sharing. They also claim that a benefit with a launch site is 

their close relationship to R&D and that it leads to more stable and reliable process. Studies 

have shown that if the heterogeneity (difference) between plants is high in terms of capabilities, 

equipment, location, it will be harder to achieve an efficient knowledge transfer. Employees at 

the SKF site in Gothenburg have in interviews mentioned that the closeness with other 

functions in Gothenburg eases the development and that it is a big advantage that the site in 

Gothenburg possesses. Maybe would it work even if another plant became appointed as a 

launch site but both theory and real life examples have proven otherwise. Maybe it is time for 

the SKF group to really take advantage of the situation in Gothenburg with closeness to all 

function and let it benefit the whole company. Unlike the employees working at the 

Gothenburg factory the employees working at design office said that employees at plants 

further away often solves problems themselves since it takes time to get the support from 

design office while the employees in Gothenburg usually knocks on the door straight away. 

Maybe the closeness to the functions may also have a downside that inhibits the competence 

development at the site.  

 

What the employees at SKF believe would be the tangible and intangible advantages with an 

appointment as a launch plant is the economic benefit;  

 

 Economic Benefit – The Gothenburg factory would be compensated for their global 

development and would get a lower product cost.  

 

 Global gain – While Gothenburg gets and appointment and compensation for their work 

they would focus on work that benefits all stakeholders and not just themselves.  

 

 Competence and expertise development – launching new products and processes lead to 

the staff having to train and develop their skills in order to deliver according to 

requirements but also to be the role model they are expected to be. A launch site might 

also attract a high competent work force.  

 

Before deciding if the right decision is appoint the SKF site in Gothenburg as a launch site one 

would have to know all the possible challenges in order to measure them against the benefits. 

Slepniov, et al., (2010) in their work also mentions that a large challenge for a launch site is to 

develop new products and processes while maintaining the capacity to integrate the new 

innovations into running operations. As for SKF the employees in the interviews all said that 

the site is built to be able to produce different types of products and that this is one of the 

benefits that the site actually has so there seem to be no problem to start producing and testing 

new products and processes since they have the machines and are often seen as a pilot plant or 

debugging unit. On the other hand what Slepniov et al. (2010) also find important is to not lose 

the capacity of the running operation, something that today has happened in Gothenburg. 

Employees at the site in Gothenburg claimed that the efficiency of the production is quite low 

due to new project as for example the implementation of “SAP”.  Another challenge that 

Slepniov et al. (2010) mentioned is that the tasks of a launch site entails high risk and cost to 

the product which may inhibit the competitiveness. The latter challenge is not seen as a future 

and possible risk when relating it to the SKF site in Gothenburg since the site is already 

operating as a launch site in many areas and therefore experiences this challenge today already. 

Therefore the economic benefit when being an appointed launch site outweighs this matter and 
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would instead reduce their product cost since the cost of global development would become 

spread. Also the fact that the Gothenburg site have more expectations from the headquarter is 

something that is seen in theory and Slepniov et al. (2010) which explains that because of the 

launch sites having more expectations from the headquarter to maintain efficient while 

spreading knowledge, the employees at the launch site have to be skilled in order to increase 

the interaction between plants. Also in this case even though the SKF site in Gothenburg is not 

appointed as a launch site they still are expected to deliver accordingly as the theory presents a 

launch site. This may also be seen as a benefit for the whole SKF group since the launch site 

has to follow strict directions which other eastern factories may not have to.  

 

Furthermore there are some other challenges that the employees at SKF fear if being appointed 

as a launch site and the biggest of them all is the political dynamic and the sensitivity around an 

appointment as a launch site. During all interview made at the SKF site in Gothenburg 

employees expressed their fears of other plants being upset and misunderstanding the concept 

of a launch site. In the interviews all employees talked as they were already adapting the 

concept of it but there was a sense of not wanting to say some of the word for the concept out 

loud. There was a sense of the employees not knowing if it was okay for them to speak for 

themselves as a launch site but just as the word were brought up by someone else they were 

very positive about it and started to develop their opinions of it.  

 

The launch site AstraZeneca in Södertälje went through the same experience in 2015 when they 

became an appointed launch site. For them the outcome was not exactly as expected and the 

experience was quite positive. The only resistance or negative believes they met was from their 

second largest site in England. They solved the problems by creating an understanding of them 

not standing above the other sites but them helping the other plants and exchanging information 

in order to gain benefits for the whole company. The other plants and the employees need a 

time to digest the change and in order for them to have a possible experience they have to be 

extra careful in the start. This phenomenon was also proven when making the interviews at the 

SKF site in Gothenburg. Now the ball is rolling and the effect of it is employees being 

comfortable with the thought. A seed with the idea has been planted in their minds. 

 

As for the sensitivity of this subject many employees including the factory manages in 

Ahmedabad and Dalian explained that the Gothenburg site would be the most obvious site to 

become a launch site since they are the first site and the “mother” of the other plants. They also 

possess high competence and is situated in a stabile country.  

 

The factory manager in Dalian, China believes that one problem might be that with only one 

development center located in one country there will occur speed efficiency problems which 

will lead to slow processes and a loss of competitive advantages. He further states that the 

speed in Asia is faster than in Europe and that even though this entails unstable planning 

processes and forecasts they still has a more positive result of fulfilling the market demands 

with short lead times unlike the Gothenburg site. One employee working with process 

development in Gothenburg said,” All plants cannot be launch sites because in that case every 

factory would have a higher cost”. Maybe there is a truth in both of the employees’ statements 

but what has worked for AstraZeneca is that even though the launch site launches new products 

and processes every factory works with lean production and therefore every factory has the 

competence to not suffer the speed efficiency. As stated earlier it is about making the 

cooperation positive and to incorporate every factory to a success for the entire company. Also 

if the Gothenburg site were to be appointed as a launch site they would have not only specific 
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requirements to deliver according to but they would also have the focus on them and therefore 

be the role model a launch site is required to be.  

 

Several benefits and challenges of being a launch site has been presented and what is important 

before an appointment as a launch site is to value both parts against each other. Also what has 

shown to be important in the case of a launch site is to also focus on the intangible benefits 

which as today the Gothenburg site are focusing on. Looking at theory and the case of the 

AstraZenecas launch site, the SKF situations is rather beneficial than challenging. What is 

known to be the biggest challenge is the political dynamic and both the AstraZeneca case has 

shown that the subsidiaries was mostly positive and the ones that were not came around. Also 

the subsidiaries of SKF are mostly positive. What this information also shows is that the 

challenges that are to come can be reduced by handling the appointment properly and including 

all subsidiaries. As mentioned previously it is a gain for the whole SKF group to be more 

competitive but this can only happen if the subsidiaries are united, cooperating and 

communicating.  

8.7. Financial Structure 

Slepniov (2010) et al., claimed that a lead factory are facing large challenges since the sites are 

expected to develop new products and processes globally while they are measured with the 

same KPIs as their subsidiaries. That problem is the main root of this research and has shown 

to be a problem for the SKF site in Gothenburg. Since the Gothenburg factory is not appointed 

as a launch site today makes it difficult for the factory to get recognition and economic 

compensation for the employees work with global development. 

 

The case company interviews have shown that the SKF Gothenburg factory product prices are 

higher than other SKF factories in the same cluster and competitors. The employee at the 

controlling department in Gothenburg claims that this is due the work with global development 

and the aid, training and help to other sites. The Gothenburg factory pays for these activities. 

Furthermore employees at the Gothenburg site also claim that another reason for their high 

product price is because of them having higher product quality than their subsidiaries, for 

example in China. However, this statement is questionable since the emerging results indicate 

quality problems in product appearance. Many employees at the SKF Gothenburg site also 

mention an increase in customer complaints. Therefore the statement does not seem as 

trustworthy as the opinions are extremely divided.   

 

As for the problem with Gothenburg funding the global development, the factory manager in 

Gothenburg is just one of many employees at the site that believe that the cost for this global 

development should be funded on a global and centralized level. Since there is no extensive 

research executed in the area, the theory found in the research was very limited. This entrusted 

the economic solution at AstraZeneca.  

 

Before AstraZeneca became appointed as a launch site the site were in the same situation as the 

SKF site in Gothenburg and funded the global development themselves. The appointment led 

to an economic solution existing of a central supply chain function that decides regarding 

launch projects and which distributed the costs to all factories. The cost of the global 

development projects taking are measured by how much time allocating the project. The costs 

were later distributed to all other factories by the supply chain function. In order for this 

concept to work at SKF the factory needs to be measured with parameters such as; time, 

material cost and staff.  In order to actually measure the cost in a correct way the Gothenburg 

site need to keep track on the correct amount of hours and resources put on global 
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development. A great example of a possible management model was presented as a 

“degradation part". The launch site would be a pilot until the project is finished and later 

transferred operationally. At that point the former development costs are passed to the actual 

product cost. One employee at the Gothenburg site believes that keeping track and reporting 

every worked hour would be uninspiring and inhibit the development and the entire SKF 

Group. AstraZeneca has shown the opposite since the site have prepared tool where they easily 

log time put on different projects (global / local) which employees find easy to use. 

 

Another big factor when deciding where to put a launch site it the location since the western 

countries generally have a higher staff cost than eastern countries like India and China.  This 

obviously puts a higher cost on the product.  What is required here is to measure the pros and 

cons. For AstraZeneca what compensated the high labor cost was that the intangible benefits as 

Sweden is a politically stable country and that the competence at the site and in the country is 

high. The cost and economical issue would change dramatically by an appointment as a launch 

site. The Gothenburg site would then not only be compensated for their global work, a sense of 

ownership of the cost issue would exist by continuously analyzing deviations from product cost 

thus work more dynamically with the product price. As today there is no one that takes 

responsibility for the cost in Gothenburg. Being a launch site would also force the site to take 

action and reduce the cost in order to be a role model. Weather it is the task of the purchase 

department or a question of several departments it will not only be beneficial for the factory in 

Gothenburg but the entire company globally.  

 

Since there is a huge gap in the existing literature and research regarding launch sites/ lead 

factory financial structure and economic distribution, the concluded results in this chapter are 

not reliable. When searching articles covering the area, almost no hits were generated this made 

the conclusions extremely restrained. The results were almost exclusively based on the 

information gathered from AstraZeneca – on how they have dealt with the issue, and on the 

SKF interviews – how the employees would want the financial structure to be organized. Since 

AstraZeneca have implemented a solution which has worked for them, it is seems to be 

applicable also for SKF. 
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9. Recommendations 
This chapter presents recommendations based on the final discussions and conclusions. The 

recommendations are exclusively oriented for SKF and are adapted accordingly. The 

recommendations are based on the specific situation if the SKF Gothenburg factory were to 

become an appointed launch site. 

 

Collaborations 

In order to facilitate the collaboration between the R&D function and the Gothenburg factory 

even further a specific meeting arena or pilot plant could be created. This would create 

possibilities for SKF Gothenburg as a launch site to increase cooperation which could improve 

product adaptions and production flexibility. It would further support the transfer of 

knowledge, information and people between functions. Astra Zeneca explained that their pilot 

plant is one specific plant and that it works more like a meeting arena were functions could 

meet and discuss future possibilities and adaptions. 

 

AstraZeneca explained their Supply Chain function as a centralized part of the company that 

decides the product footprint and the economical distribution of global developments. SKF has 

their R&D function that decides the product footprint, but the function for managing an 

economical distribution regarding the global development driven by the Gothenburg Factory is 

missing. Our recommendation is to further investigate the matter and examine if a specific 

centralized function could collaborate with R&D and the Gothenburg Factory in order to 

distribute the global development costs on every factory taking advantage of the progresses.  

 

Further recommendations include establishing a closer collaboration with other subsidiaries 

within the same cluster. By establishing a spider network existing of people, knowledge and 

innovation transfer could create better intra-firm relationships and communications. 

Furthermore, in order to strengthen ties with other subsidiaries, SKF Gothenburg Factory could 

in some extent swap employees within the network so that everyone feels involved in the 

global development. Finally it would be wise to consider hiring more global competence 

instead of local - employees that understand the footprint and have high competence and 

knowledge that is required for managing a transfer to another site.  

 

Increasing and dividing workforce 

When becoming a launch site some departments might experience an increase in external 

expectations and high hopes, especially when talking about new innovations and techniques in 

process and production development. This might lead to a heavy workload for employees 

working in the Engineering and Development Department. Their work sets the standards that 

are going to be transferred to other subsidiaries. SKF is advised to increase the workforce 

within this department. It would probably be beneficial for SKF to also divide this workforce 

into global development and local development, which would further facilitate the sites 

estimation of the time spent on global development issues. Other departments, such as Business 

Development, should also be taken into consideration when estimating the time spent on global 

development and further examine the possibilities to strengthen the workforce in that 

Department as well. 

 

Standardize Processes  

It would be extremely beneficial for SKF to start working more intensively with methods such 

as LEAN Production since it could help them to keep track on processes and create standards 

and structures, which according to AstraZeneca is crucial for being a launch site. The LEAN- 

method can also provide with an awareness of responsibilities and additionally help SKF 
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reducing lead times – which has been especially stated among the Business Development team 

as a problem (inquiry-lead times). 

 

Another recommendation is that the Maintenance Department should be involved already in the 

product development process in order to minimize production disturbances and reduce lead 

times. 

 

Create awareness and being confident 

Under the thesis procedure, the researchers have experienced a rather diffident behavior among 

the employees at the case company when talking about becoming a appointed launch site. The 

researchers have experienced behaviors that are in contrast with their actual statements - that 

they should be a launch site, in the interviews. It has seemed like the employees working in the 

Gothenburg factory are afraid of talking about being a launch site among other employees and 

that it is of a very secretive character. Behind closed doors and during the interviews, all 

employees have shown that a launch site appointment would be beneficial for them because 

their work would be acknowledged. AstraZeneca stated that a launch site should be confident 

and trust its capabilities; this is also seen at SKF but in a more secretive manner. Further 

recommendations would be that all employees are being confident and really believes in their 

capability as a launch site, because this mindset will be contagious especially if they become an 

appointed launch site.   

 

Finally we would advise SKF Gothenburg to become an appointed and acknowledged launch 

site for new products and variants since this would create an awareness of the work executed at 

the site, motivate employee, create a stable and collaborative network and increase 

competitiveness. 
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Appendix C - Case Company interview questions 

 

PERSONLIG BAKGRUND 

- Vad du har för arbetsuppgifter, ansvar och roll i företaget? 

- (På vilken avdelning arbetar du) och vad ansvarar din avdelning för? 

- Hur är ni organiserade och hur många är ni? 

- Har du någon utbildning? I sådana fall vad för utbildning? 

- Om ingen utbildning  (Vad har du för tidigare arbetserfarenhet?) 

- Kan du nämna två personliga styrkor och svagheter som påverkar ditt arbete? 

SKF GLOBALT & SKF GÖTEBORG KONKURRENSKRAFTIGHET 

- Hur tycker du att SKF (globalt) utmärker sig i jämförelse med andra företag inom 

samma marknad?  

- Samarbetar SKF Göteborg med de andra SKF fabrikerna? 

 Om ja: Hur samarbetar ni och ger det SKF Göteborg något värde? 

- Hur tycker du att SKF Göteborg utmärker sig i jämförelse med andra SKF fabriker i 

världen? 

- Vad tycker du att SKF Göteborg skulle kunna förbättra? Dvs möjliga svagheter. 

- Tycker du att alla SKF fabriker fyller olika funktioner? Vilken funktion tycker du att 

SKF Göteborg har i sådana fall? 

- Vad är målet med SKF Göteborg i framtiden? Vart vill verksamheten? 

- Om SKF Göteborg fortsätter som de gör idag, ser du några framtida risker för fabrik 

Göteborg och hur tror du att framtiden kommer att se ut? 

Skriv ut ”värdet av core-plant konceptet” och be deltagarna ranka i hur de ligger till. Ställ 

följdfrågor över de som de rankar högst och minst. 

 

SKF GÖTEBORG – VERKSAMHETEN 

- Hur fungerar SKF Göteborgs verksamhet idag? Hur ser beslutsprocessen ut internt? 

Vilka funktioner finns och hur är de sammanlänkade med varandra (hierarkisk 

struktur) 

- För att lansera en ny produkt/variant, vad behöver ni på er avdelning göra? 

- Hur prioriterar ni olika val vid lansering av nya produkter? Använder ni er av något 

verktyg? 

- Existerar det några problem eller bortfall idag vid lansering av ny produkt/variant? 

Finns det någon förbättringspotential i processerna kring lanseringen av en ny 

produkt. 

- Vad använder SKF för mätetal/nyckeltal för att mäta verksamheten. 

- Vad har din avdelning för ansvar gentemot efterkommande avdelning (ett steg 

närmare leverans mot kund)? 

- Vad har er avdelning för mål för framtiden? 

- Har er avdelning någon strategi för att uppnå målet för er avdelning? 

- Känner ni att ni har kompetensen till att avgöra vilka resurser eller åtgärder som 

behövs för att nå målen? 

- För att uppnå detta mål, vad ser du att ni på er avdelning behöver för resurser eller 

åtgärder då? 

CORE PLANT/LANSERINGSSITE 

- Vad har fabrik Göteborg för roll när nya produkter och produktvarianter införs? 

samt vid en ökning av antal produkter? 



 

IV 

 

- Vad innebär det för din avdelning när ni inför nya produkter eller produktvarianter?  

- Hur kan fabrik Göteborg bli bättre vid nya produktlanseringar? 

- Vad har fabrik Göteborg för ansvar och funktioner jämfört med andra SKF fabriker? 

- Ser du något värde i att olika fabriker har olika funktioner och ansvar? 

- Har du något förslag på hur strukturen för alla SKF fabriker skulle kunna vara 

uppbyggd vad gället lansering av nya produkter/ processer.  

- Tycker du att fabrik Göteborg och de andra SKF fabrikerna har olika ansvar, 

funktioner eller ”mognadsgrad”  

- Om Göteborgsfabriken skulle utses till lanseringssite, vilka förväntningar har du på 

den roll som fabriken skulle få? Vad måste de uppfylla då? Vad är den framtida 

rollen? 

- Vad måste finnas på plats?  

- Hur skulle man jobba? Vilket värde skulle det skapa och för vem etc.  
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Appendix D - Benchmarking interview questions 

 

PERSONLIG BAKGRUND 

- Vad har du för roll och arbetsuppgifter på företaget? 

- Vilken var din roll när AstraZeneca blev en lanseringssite? 

 

FÖRETAGSBAKGRUND 

- Vill du berätta kortfattat om företaget? Fabriker, länder, marknad och produktslag.  

- Hur samarbetar ni med era andra fabriker? 

- Fanns det någon politisk känslighet kring att ni i Södertälje fick rollen som 

lanseringssite eller var det givet? 

- När blev ni en lanseringssite?  

- Vad var bakgrunden till det?  

o Vad fick AstraZeneca att ta steget?  

 

CORE PLANT/LANSERINGSSITE 

- Vad innebär ordet lanseringssite för er?  

- Funderade ni over några ord?  

- Hur kom ni fram till att använda era av termen lanseringssite?  

- Vad var förväntningarna av att bli en lanseringssite?  

- Blev utfallet som tänkt? 

- Hur arbetar ni som en lanseringssite?  

o Vilket ansvar har ni? 

- Vad gjorde dem till en lanseringssite?  

- Är det fördelaktigt för et att ha Lean production implementerat när ni arbetar som en 

lanseringssite?  

- Hur arbetar AstraZeneca med kompetensutveckling?  

- Har ni olika bra kompetenser på olika fabriker?  

- Vilka ser ni är fördelarna och nackdelarna med att vara en lanseringssite? 

- Har ni något område som ni behöver förbättra? 

o Manufacturing IT? 

 

EKONOMISKA STYRPARAMETRAR 

- Hur är den ekonomiska uppdelningen mellan fabrikerna gällande den globala 

utvecklingen? 

o Procentuellt eller fast kostnad? 

- Vad använder ni er av för ekonomiska styrparametrar?  

o Mäts ni lika eller olika jämfört med era andra fabriker? 

- Hur arbetar ni i projekt?  

o Mäter tid och resurser?  

o Använder ni några verktyg? 

-  Anser ni att det är dyrare att producera i norden? Hur tacklar ni det?  
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